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ki sockDARN TOUGH / 
WOMEN’S TAOS: 
These new ski socks feature 
a fresh new Southwest 
design. Made with Merino 
wool so temperature stays 
regulated and warmth is 
kept close, these socks also 
sport style to show off during 
après. Made in Vermont and 
always guaranteed for life.  
MSRP $23-24 (Light/Light 
Cushion).

BALEGA / WOMEN’S 
ENDURO NO-SHOW: 
The new, breathable 
mesh patterns on 
top help keep feet 
dry and comfortable 
while also preventing 
hot spots and blisters 
from developing. Enjoy 
custom fit with Balega’s 
trademark hand-linked 
seamless toe for its 
stamp of approval. 
Highly cushioned. 
MSRP $12.

WIGWAM / PORTLAND PRO: 
Built for comfort across a wide 
wage of conditions, but specifically 
engineered toward spending a day on 
the trail and the night reminiscing and 
relaxing at a favorite watering hole. 
Knit with Wigwam Ultimax technology 
to move moisture and prevent hot 
spots. Also enhanced with zone 
cushioning along with Merino wool for 
a soft hand, maximum comfort, and 
odor control. MSRP $16.

LORPEN / 
T3 SKI LIGHT: 
Thin ski sock with strategic 
cushioning with Primaloft 
and Merino yarn for 
technical and demanding 
skiers. New LorpeNRG 
technology improves 
durability and warmth. 
The T3 Spider Net design 
keeps the sock in place 
and prevents wrinkles. The 
Primaloft is blended with 
Merino wool for added 
warmth and comfort. 
MSRP $25.
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OSPREY / KRESTA 20: The brand’s first-ever women’s specific 
backcountry design is part of Osprey’s range of backcountry ski/
snowboard packs for Fall/Winter 2016. Developed in the San Juan 
Mountains of Colorado with feedback from professional guides, ski 
patrolers and dedicated weekend warriors, the women’s Kresta 
20 offers front panel access to main compartment dry gear and 
hydration and has an active adjustable ski/snowboard lasso upper 
carry strap. MSRP $150.

LEWIS N. CLARK / 90L SUBMARINE 
DRY BAG: Design provides easy access 
to items stored at the bottom of the bag. 
It has dual openings at top and side and 
roll-top closures that form a watertight 
seal. Welded seams offer full waterproof 
protection. There is a D-ring for easy 
attachment and an adjustable, removable 
shoulder strap. Made with 500D mesh 
PVC. MSRP $79.99.

EAGLE CREEK / CARGO HAULER ROLLING DUFFEL 
90L: The new Eagle Creek Cargo Hauler Rolling Duffels 
are ultra-light and constructed with Bi-Tech Armor Lite. 
Equipped with gear pockets, grab handles and heavy-
duty wheels to tackle the rough terrain of any backroad. 
Uses a non-petroleum based fabric coating that provides 
more durability than ever. MSRP $159.

LEWIS N. CLARK/ 
ELECTROLIGHT 
DAY PACK: The 
pack’s ultra-lightweight 
durable silnylon fabric 
is water- and stain-
resistant. It has a large 
main compartment with 
cinch top; an external 
zip pocket with RFID-
blocking material that 
prevents unauthorized 
scanning of data 
stored on credit cards. 
Includes bonus ditty 
bag. MSRP $34.99.

Watertight

Durable
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COGHLAN’S/ 
PICNIC PLATE: 
Sturdy two-
millimeter 
polypropylene 
plates that hold 
food and beverages 
at the same time. 
Thumb hole for 
easy carrying. Holds 
wine glasses on the 
side or standard 
drink cans in the 
middle.

LIFESTRAW / STEEL: 
Stainless steel water filter. 
Removes bacteria and 
protozoa. Reduces chlorine, 
bad taste and odor. Two-
stage filtration process meets 
U.S. FDA and EU standard 
regulation. Requires no 
electrical power or batteries. 
Lifetime of 264 gallons for 
the hollow fiber membrane. 
MSRP $59.95.

BIOLITE / 
BASELANTERN+: 
The BaseLantern+ 
brings the smart 
home to the outdoors. 
This Bluetooth-
connected lantern 
gives out 400 lumens 
of even light while 
charging devices for 
the entire family from 
its 24Wh/6600mAh 
internal battery. 
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COOLMAX® and THERMOLITE® brands are engineered to keep you comfortable at different 

temperatures. Our broad portfolio of products, backed by distinctive new consumer-oriented 

branding, can be used across a variety of garments and other apparel items. Visit us at Outdoor 

Retailer Winter Market booth #39213 or contact your INVISTA Apparel account manager.
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Sturdy 2 mm polypropylene 
plates that hold your food and 
beverages all at once. Thumb 
hole for easy carrying. Holds 
wine glasses on the side, or 

standard drink cans in the middle. 
Dishwasher and microwave safe.

The new Wind Resistant Lighter gets lit, and stays lit in almost any 
condition. The new Fire Poker extends from 17” to 30” to safely 

keep the fire going.

the perfect

picnic plate
master

the campfire

WIND RESISTANT LIGHTER & FIRE POKER PICNIC PLATE

VISIT US AT ORWM BOOTH #12001
FACEBOOK.COM/COGHLANSGEAR 

TWITTER: @COGHLANSGEAR 
WEB: WWW.COGHLANS.COM

www.facebook.com/coghlansgear
www.twitter.com/coghlansgear
www.coghlans.com
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YAKTRAX / PRO: Offers better traction, 
confidence and safety on packed snow or ice. 
Walk, run or work on slick surfaces with the same 
stability as on dry surfaces. MSRP $29.99.

KAHTOOLA / MICROSPIKES: Kahtoola’s cult-
classic footwear traction has been upgraded and 
redesigned, re-launching in retailers this fall. They 
are built to ensure stability when hiking, walking 
and running in snowy/icy conditions. Featuring 
a fully integrated toe bale for comfort and 
reinforced eyelets for durability. MSRP $69.95.

STABILICERS/ HIKE XP:  
The Hike XP offers traction and stability 
in a variety of winter conditions. Designed 
for more challenging terrain, in the most 
challenging winter conditions. SureFit 
binding system and contoured insole 
provide a secure fit. Replaceable cleats  
and proprietary tread pattern are designed 
for optimum stability and traction from 
frozen streams to un-groomed trails. 
Lightweight Thermo Plastic Elastomer 
provides strength and durability in winter 
temps. MSRP $49.95.
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FOX RIVER / MARIPOSA 
CREW: The brand’s AXT 
Adventure Cross Terrain 
socks are debuting at 
Outdoor Retailer Winter 
Market. Made to cross over 
from the path to pavement, 
these lightweight Merino 
socks offer comfort and 
cushion along with Wick Dry 
technology to help avoid 
moisture build-up that leads 
to hot spots and blisters. 
MSRP $13.99.

HELLY HANSEN / COVERT HT GLOVE: Made with 
premium quality materials inside and out and designed 
to offer warmth and style. The shell is a premium water-
repellent goat skin leather and the palm is goat skin 
leather with a Touch capable thumb and index finger. 
The gloves have a Helly Tech Performance, waterproof 
and breathable insert along with PrimaLoft 113g 
insulation and a fur lined inner cuff. MSRP $140.

Premium

Crossover style
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The perception of electrically heated gear is improving. Is it 
accurate to say that the latest product offerings are no longer seen 
as gimmicks? 

“Everyone carries around a smartphone now. Electronics are part of our 
everyday lives and people are learning how to use wearable technology. 
They want something easy to use and they happily invest in these kinds of 
gloves.” 
Meghan Martens, product manager, Outdoor Research

“The gimmick phase is going away. Not only is the technology improving, 
but the technology has been proven. We get thousands of emails with 
writers telling us they didn’t know these kinds of products existed. This 
technology has been around for 15-20 years.”
Bryce Fisher, co-founder, Ravean

“With the immediate feedback available through social media, consumers 
are able to validate new technologies in real-time. What might seem 
unachievable becomes reality when you see other consumers’ reviews 
and real-world applications. This immediate communication direct from 
consumers also helps us react and improve features and designs in a much 
more timely manner.”
Danica Carey, innovation marketing manager, Seirus

How much growth opportunity is there in the battery powered 
heated gear market?

“The market is gaining considerable momentum, especially as consumers 
begin to discover that the technology exists. As with any new technology, 
it always takes a while for adoption, but our sales have been steadily 

increasing since we started shipping HeatSync last year. We now have many 
major retailers, as well as interest from several military and emergency 
rescue organizations around the world.”
Trent Bush, product manager, Brunton Outdoor Group

“The market for battery powered heated products is definitely increasing. 
With heating and battery technology improving, battery powered products 
become more affordable to more consumers. Heating elements are now 
able to be embedded in products easier and have a longer life. Overall, 
heating technology is better integrated and the battery life is able to 
achieve the users’ full demand.”
Danica Carey, innovation marketing manager, Seirus

“Our sales doubled from the first year to the second in our heated glove 
program. We continue to see interest grow in wearable technology. Our 
guides and ambassadors are wearing our heated gloves for ice climbing and 
mountaineering. That’s something that wouldn’t have happened when the 
technology was bulky, not very reliable or not very warm. Technology is 
definitely improving.”
Meghan Martens, product manager, Outdoor Research

What are some specific advancements that have led to improved 
product offerings?

“Batteries are now slimmer and less bulky. The beauty of the heating 
supplier we work with is that the heating elements are incorporated 
into the fabric. It’s lightweight, flexible and moves with your hand. Older 
technology was much stiffer and concentrated in the fingertips. We have 
much more surface area of heat throughout fingers and back of hand.”
Meghan Martens, product manager, Outdoor Research

The Market for Gear with Electrical Systems Built in Is Red Hot.

TECHNOLOGY

BRINGING THE 
By Lou Dzierzak / When the sky is blue and the snow is deep, snowsports enthusiasts want 

to spend as much time outside as possible. Despite the technical performance of today’s shells 

and insulated midlayers, skiers can still get cold. There’s help on the way. Outdoor brands are 

introducing gloves, jackets and accessories using electrical systems to bring the heat. 

Brunton HeatSync 
Vital is an under-the-
jacket heating system, 
MSRP $74.99

ThermaCELL ProFlex Heated 
Insoles, MSRP $179.99.

Ravean 12V Heated Down Jacket, MSRP $199.

www.outdoorinsightmag.com


“Brunton HeatSync products use far-infrared carbon fiber heating elements, 
which are incredibly energy efficient, as opposed to the heating blanket type 
metal coil heating systems available in other heating products. This allows 
us to create a system that is driven by USB, which is the only system like 
it on the market. Heated garment technology has had many setbacks over 
the years with batteries and heating coils overheating and causing damage, 
causing huge recalls. Brunton’s USB standard input and output charging 
relieves this concern considerably.” 
Trent Bush, product manager, Brunton Outdoor Group

“Our control panels offer high, medium and low settings. The higher the heat 
level, the shorter the battery time. In Fall 2016 we are launching a new glove 
called the Capstone  — a $500 heated glove with twice the heat output, twice 
the power and twice the heat of our Lucent models. Capstone comes with 
two batteries per glove that can be used separately.” 
Meghan Martens, product manager, Outdoor Research

“Advancements in materials enable us to increase functionality and comfort 
with less weight and bulk. Materials function better to provide a much better 
comfort level. We find that we are able to create technologies and materials 
that develop products with more warmth and less weight, allowing for a more 

form-fitting, functional design.”
Danica Carey, innovation marketing manager, Seirus

Who is your target audience? 

“There are audience segments for work, outdoor and sportsmen. Our niche is 
the aspirational hipster fashion. No one has ever created a heated jacket that 
looks good. People feel it’s a fashion item.”
Bryce Fisher, co-founder, Ravean

“We have five styles geared to different end users. Models ranges from $25 
to $500 for skiers, mountain guides and skiers who want to stay out a little 
longer. Heli skiers too. Someone who spends that much money to heli ski will 
not balk at a $500 heated glove.” 
Meghan Martens, product manager, Outdoor Research

“Since we make a wide variety of heating products, our target audience 
is really anyone that gets cold. We make wearable products, products for 
seating, and even one called the Zone that works anyway where from a 
sleeping bag to a car to an office chair.”
Trent Bush, product manager, Brunton Outdoor Group 

Brunton HeatSync Hood Seirus Solar Sphere Brunton HeatSync Glove Liner Seirus HT Torche Mitt 

Outdoor Research Lucent 
Heated Gloves, MSRP $350.
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Lighting and battery technology have 
evolved quickly. What innovations and 
breakthroughs are you seeing?

“The breakthrough in innovation is as 
much about how we apply the technology, 
as what the technology is. In headlamps, 
sensors have been around for years. 
Traditionally, when a headlamp sensed 
ambient light the light would be reduced to 
save battery life. Since Nathan is focused 
on runners, we decided to change the 
application of that great sensor technology. 

“Lighting has moved from a ‘you can 
see me’ approach to a new phase of 
communicating. Our Halo Fire headlamp 
with the AutoStrobe communicates to 
that driver that ‘hey, I’m here.’ That’s an 
innovation not only in the technology but 
also in the way the technology is used. In 
the future, lights may start communicating 
with each other. We’re very excited about 
those possibilities.” 
Brent Hollowell, VP–marketing, Nathan

“LED technology has advanced very 
quickly. Managing heat dissipation 
to improve efficiency is probably the 
latest top-priority. On headlamps, safely 
dissipating the heat generated from high 
intensity LEDs is a real challenge. A recent 
innovation in several Black Diamond 
lamps is the Power Tap technology, 
which instantly boosts the light output to 
maximum or takes it from the maximum 
down to a lower setting. We feel it’s much 
better to have the user control the power 
level rather than an automatic sensor.
Joe Skrivian, technical director–lamps,  
Black Diamond
 
“There is no way to escape that trade-off 

between energy burn and lumen output. 
You can’t make a brighter headlamp 
without having it use more energy with 
the technology we have today. Our way of 
sidestepping that issue is that you might 
need 500 lumens for some applications, 
but the light won’t burn at that rate 
continuously.

“We brought a concept called constant 
lighting to the market, where the light 
output remains the same but the battery 
life would suffer significantly. Instead 
of getting 100 hours of burn time you 
might bring that down to 10 hours, but 
you would get that max full fresh battery 
lighting for that time.”
Keese Lane, digital marketing 
specialist, Petzl

“We now have lights that include an 
integrated brightness sensor. The 
intensity of the headlamp automatically 
adjusts based on the brightness in the 
environment around you, tailoring your 
light to your activity without fiddling with 
buttons or switches.”
Shannon Jidas, associate brand manager, 
LED Lenser

“It’s been a challenge to keep up with 
this. We make products with a lifetime 
warranty. We are used to investing in 
things and watching them live for years. 
To be honest, this is a business we are 
analyzing because of how fickle and fast 
the market changes. When you have a 
fast-moving industry you are contributing 
to product waste. Products become 
invalid and stock becomes less valuable. 
We’re not excited about making a light 
that people throw away next year.” 
Nate Borne, general manager, Snow Peak

What features are outdoor enthusiasts 
looking for now?

“Primarily they are looking for ease of use. 
They don’t want to become a computer 
programmer to be able to use the product. 
When you get so technical and hard-to-
use you are limited to a niche audience 
that is willing to go through the learning 
curve. They all want ease-of-use so they can 
concentrate on their adventures, no matter 
how big or small.”
Brent Hollowell, VP–marketing, Nathan

“Clean, bright white light is the main 
feature, obviously. Most users first ask, 
‘How far will it shine and how long will 
it last?’ Secondly, they look at lumens 
per dollar. The most tech-savvy buyers 
will look at lumen-hours per gram. After 
deciding on the best main beam, extra 
features such as instant brightness 
adjustment, a battery meter, proximity 
light for reading, auxiliary light to preserve 
night vision (red or green LEDs) and an 
electronic lock-out are also very compelling 
features. We’ve definitely seen that the 
waterproof feature is getting to be a highly 
sought-after design element.” 
Joe Skrivian, technical director, lamps,  
Black Diamond 

“There are different types of consumers. 
Some are purely looking for lumens. 
We also see people buying based on a 
surprising feature that inspires them. That’s 
the consumer we are going after. 

“Our Hozuki light uses a sound sensor 
that listens to the sound of surrounding 
conversations. As people are sitting around 
the campfire they fall away. As everyone 
goes into their tents and get quieter, the 

HEADLAMPS

Despite daylight savings time that brings darkness to much of the country by 4:30 p.m., outdoor enthusiasts still 
want to run, bike, hike and play outside. Today’s headlamps use cutting edge technologies that control brightness, 
beam and battery life. With these new tools, there are plenty of reasons to get outside after dark.

ABRIGHTFUTURE
Tech Improvements Are Making Headlamps Must-Have Gear.

www.outdoorinsightmag.com


light will get dimmer and turn off. Our 
approach is surprising people and making 
product fun and inspirational. We are 
missing out on the customers looking for 
the lumen per price kind of product. We are 
not pursuing that market as a company.”
Nate Borne, general manager, Snow Peak

“Outdoor consumers are looking for 
flashlights and headlamps that can keep 
them pursuing their passions before the 
sun comes up and well after it has gone 
down. These enthusiasts are looking for 
features that fit their lifestyle, like the 
ability to charge their light via USB cable, 
or being able to power other USB devices 
from their light. Outdoor consumers are 
looking for the best, clear focusable light 
that can adapt to their activity.” 
Shannon Jidas, associate brand manager, 
LED Lenser 

So would you say that lights have 
become must-have gear?

“What’s the one thing you always need but 
when you don’t have it you really miss it? 
Like a pocketknife, lighting is becoming 
that kind of tool. There are so many form 
factors, niche uses and feature-rich models 
that it’s almost crazy not to have one with 
you. Lights are becoming a must-have. The 
retail community is starting to understand 
people are doing more in low-light hours 
and recognize this is a consumer trend and 
need. With lights they are feeling safer and 
less at risk.” 
Brent Hollowell, VP–marketing, Nathan

“A lighting tool has always been on a 
must-have list in terms of safety. Now we 
are moving into a place where people are 

feeling more comfortable being out at night. 
A headlight for hiking isn’t going to function 
as well as a light for mountain biking or 
ice climbing. Initially companies made 
very good all-around all purpose models. 
Now let’s make a light just for runners, ice 
climbers and people who are just using 
lights in the winter. That’s where we are 
seeing growth.”
Michael O’Connell, outdoor division 
manager, Princeton Tec

“Headlamps have now become a de facto 
piece of equipment for modern life.” 
Keese Lane, digital marketing  
specialist, Petzl

Lighting elements dominate purchase 
criteria, but what other features are 
driving interest? Head straps? Different 
light levels? Rechargeable batteries?

“LED and lumens are becoming a 
commodity. What differentiates product 
now is the shape, form factor, usability 
and comfort. If you dial in all the other 
features beyond the lights and lumens you 
have a winning product for consumers and 
retailers.”
Brent Hollowell, VP–marketing, Nathan

“Our key retailers tell us really great 
packaging is one of the biggest influences 
on whether a customer will buy the 
product or not. When you can’t take 
the product out of the box to try, online 
reviews are a huge factor in the success of 
your lighting products.”
Nate Borne, general manager, Snow Peak

“Consumers become more aware of needed 
features by using headlamps more. They 

will buy a $10 headlamp from Home Depot. 
Then it falls apart or they find the strap 
is uncomfortable. As consumers become 
more educated they are more discerning.
Two different lights can have the same 
design, but have different light patterns 
to meet different needs. When consumers 
become more educated they are going to 
start looking at a lot more factors than just 
the lights.” 
Michael O’Connell, outdoor division 
manager, Princeton Tec

“Consumers are interested in rechargeable 
batteries. Over a lifetime of charges you are 
saving hundreds of batteries and reducing 
the environmental impact. We’ve moved 
into rechargeable technology specifically 
for that reason. Now you just plug into your 
USB charger in your car, house or office.” 
Keese Lane, digital marketing specialist, 
Petzl

“First and foremost, we are designing 
light. We spend a lot of effort getting the 
beam shape, intensity and color to be 
optimized for climbing, skiing, backpack-
ing, etc. That said, we also realize that 
these products need to have a high level 
of cosmetic design and a well thought out 
user interface. Our design criteria also 
includes: switches that are easy to operate 
with gloves, battery compartments that are 
easily accessed, a simple manner in which 
the user can find the different modes or 
brightness levels, and maintaining comfort 
for longer periods of use. As much as we 
all prefer to use rechargeable batteries, the 
fact is that in the backcountry standard bat-
teries are hard to beat.” 
Joe Skrivian, technical director, lamps,  
Black Diamond 
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Black Diamond Storm, MSRP $49.95. Petzl REACTIK+ Snow Peak Mola Headlamp, MSRP $44.95.

Nathan HaloFire, MSRP $120. Led Lenser XEO19R, MSRP $330. Princeton Tec Sync Headlamp, MSRP $29.95.

Nathan HaloFire, MSRP $120. Petzl NAO+ Princeton Tec Sync Headlamp, MSRP $29.95.

www.outdoorinsightmag.com
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B
oots are going low for fall. While there’s a perpetual appetite for tall 
boots – particularly for women – in the outdoor market, vendors say 
they’re seeing the most heat for Fall ’16 with lower, ankle-and-just-
above silhouettes that appeal to consumers of all ages. And retailers 
say shoppers are responding to the shorter silhouette as an easy-wear, 
versatile way of rounding out their wardrobes.

“We have had more interest in those chukka and mid-height styles, and less in the whole-
calf silhouette,” says Jay Kozel, manager and buyer for Des Moines, IA-based Back Country.

“We’re definitely seeing more lows come to the market, and people are gravitating 
to that in-store,” agrees Jake Crowe, footwear buyer for Okemos, MI-based Playmakers.

Davide Degano, product manager for Kamik, notes, “Weather plays a role, but fashion 
plays a role, too, and that’s why we’re seeing a lot of shorter silhouettes,” he states. “It 
cuts just a little bit above the ankle, in between an ankle and a mid. That height is going 
to be really important.”

Brands and Retailers Are Betting on 
Easy-wearing Low-cut Boots for Fall ’16. 

By Jennifer Ernst Beaudry

FOOTWEAR

THEBIG
SHORT

Kamik Yukon 6, MSRP $120; and  
Kamik Griffon, MSRP $100.

www.outdoorinsightmag.com
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FOOTWEAR

Sorel Out ’N About,  
MSRP $115.

Sorel Tivoli II, MSRP $130.

Wolverine Legend,  
MSRP $180.

Ugg Adirondack Boot II, 
MSRP $225.

Bogs Cooper Chukka, 
MSRP $165.

Merrell Sugarbush, 
MSRP $230.

Blundstone Twin-Gored 
Lace-Up, MSRP $200.

The North Face Ultra GTX 
Surround Mid, MSRP $190.

Oboz Big Sky Insulated

Timberland EuroHiker  
Shell Toe

Danner Mountain 503, 
MSRP $180.

Vasque Coldspark UltraDry, 
MSRP $139.99.

www.outdoorinsightmag.com


Khombu Alta

Hi-Tec Trail Ox Chukka I WP, 
MSRP $110.

Merrell Capra Glacial ICE+ 
Mid, MSRP $170.

Rockport Boat Builder

Ecco Aspina, MSRP $160.

CAT Alaric

See our Fall 2016 line at: 

For an appointment: jstaub@genesco.com
                  615-367-7090
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TECHNICAL SHELLS ARE READY TO GO NEXT LEVELON THE 

CUTTING EDGE

W
inter outdoor 
enthusiasts have 
never had a better 
product selection. 
Pick a pursuit like 
backcountry skiing, 

mountaineering, winter running or ice 
climbing and they can find well-designed, 
quality technical shells specifically designed 
for that application.

“We are seeing innovation on the pure 
technology side with waterproof breathable 
laminates as well as insulation,” says 
Jordan Wand, VP–product and marketing at 
Outdoor Research. “That’s providing us with 
two great opportunities. One is to go very 
specific with the perfected intended use, but 
those advancements also add an element of 
versatility that we couldn’t offer before.”

Fabric advancements allow designers 
to place specific materials where they are 
needed to create more comfort, weather 
proofness, and breathability, depending on 
the application, notes Joanna Tomasino, 
apparel category manager at Mammut. 
“This is why trends such as hybrid styles, 
body mapping and low bulk insulation have 
emerged,” she explains. “Technology is at a 
point where there are a myriad of fabrics to 
choose from depending on specific needs of 
each style.”

In order to generate new sales and protect 
hard-earned market share, outdoor brands 
tend to push technology stories. Hang tags 
on high-end technical shells have expanded 
to multiple page booklets filled with 
feature/benefit bullet points. Helly Hansen 
acknowledges that bullet point competition.

“For Winter 2016, we want to be more 
consumer-centric on our designs. Globally, 
we have 60,000 ski patrollers, ski instructors 
and lift operators working in our product. 
We want to talk to them more and get their 

feedback on the minimum required features 
and then ask what is the icing on the cake. 
We’ve taken a step back and are listening 
to what the consumer really needs instead 
of trying to over sell the product to a retail 
buyer,” says Philip Tavell, Helly Hansen 
wintersport category manager. “Numerous 
brands may offer freestyle or backcountry 
jackets but they don’t have pockets that 
are accessible when the user is wearing a 
backpack. Through feedback from our users 
and professionals we’re refining our designs 
to reflect the true purpose of the jacket.”

A Balancing Act
Advanced technical materials provide 

features that are breathable, waterproof, 
windproof, warm and flexible. With different 
weights, thicknesses and fabric properties, 
blending these materials can be challenging 
for designers.

“Although a cliché, it’s still relevant to say 
that a chain is only as strong as its weakest 
link. When you look at a jacket there’s the 
lining, insulation and shell. It’s our challenge 
to take these innovative materials that serve 
the right functional purposes and design a 
garment in the right way to overcome those 
contradictions,” says Wand. “We want it 
light and waterproof, we want warmth but 
not overheated. That’s the challenge for 
our design team. That’s where we earn our 
money as a brand.”

In addition to balancing competing 
materials, designers consider the needs of 
the intended customer. How can this new 
jacket deliver specific features that appeal 
to a ski mountaineer as well being versatile 
enough for everyday winter wear?

“It is very challenging trying to be all 
things to all consumers. At Mammut, we 
really try to have a specific end use in mind 
and build our products accordingly. This 

JACKETS
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Avalanche Triton, 
MSRP $120

Montane Surge, MSRP $469

Columbia’s 
OutDry EX 
Gold Hooded 
Down Jacket 
combines 
properties of 
a shell and a 
puffy. It offers 
waterproof 
breathability 
along with 
insulation. 
MSRP $250.

www.outdoorinsightmag.com


© 2016 The Chemours Company FC, LLC. Teflon EcoElite™ and any associated logos are  
trademarks or copyrights of The Chemours Company FC, LLC. Chemours™ and the Chemours Logo 
are trademarks of The Chemours Company. 

Made from nature to stand  
up to the elements.
Introducing Teflon EcoElite™.  The first renewably sourced, durable water repellent finish.  
It’s up to three times more durable than existing non-fluorinated repellents  
and delivers peak performance on cottons, synthetics and blends. To protect your  
performance fabrics, turn to the finish that’s sourced from nature.

teflon.com/outdoorinsight

www.teflon.com/outdoorinsight
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way we do not end up compromising and losing focus. This 
is a difficult task, especially for a global company. But in the 
end we have a toolbox of features and technologies in mind 
for each product,” says Tomasino. “Therefore you can find a 
jacket that is lightweight yet warm but also find puffier and 
warmer products in our collection as well — depending  
on purpose.”

She adds, “The key is to have products for both. That way 
you can speak to the aspirational customer who may want 

the very best regardless of whether he/she is a weekend 
warrior, and the elite users alike. We also have more 
street-friendly pieces that are fully functional but built 
with features that align to the more recreational users.”

Helly Hansen is opening its design process to a deeper 
understanding of consumer expectations. “We’ve come 
to a place where we are trying to reinvent ourselves. We 

want to listen to consumers rather than 
buyers. If we make the products based 

on what the consumer needs from a 
fabric and insulation standpoint you 
may see fewer new approaches and 

more refinements,” says Tavell. 
“There are still improvements to 

be made but they become less 
obvious to the experience. Small 
changes can improve the user’s 
experience.” 

A New Hybrid
Improved technical 

materials combined with 
innovative construction 
methods allow designers 
to combine materials 
in new ways. Flexible, 
breathable fabrics on the 
back, insulation for the 
core, wind resistance on 
the shell face, waterproof 
breathable throughout.

“It is a multi-step process. You want to take those tools 
and figure out the best way to use them and just not create 
a solution looking for a problem. With this materials toolbox 
there are more and more ways to do that. The technologies 
have allowed us to solve athlete’s problems in new ways,” 
says Wand. “With hybrid mapping, it’s really a place for us to 
differentiate ourselves.”

Hybrid materials allow companies to build products that are 
highly evolved, comfortable and technical. “Our new Aenergy 
IS Jacket and Botnica IS Jacket are both good examples of this 
type of construction. We use Polartec Alpha for warmth and 
breathability, a Pertex outer for weather resistance and stretch 
inserts for comfort and elasticity. It’s a great combination for 
ski touring and winter running,” says Tomasino.

The performance of technical jackets improves year by 
year as designers embrace new technologies and refine 
feature sets. Has the industry reached a point in product 
development where an intermediate level outdoor enthusiast 
can’t experience the full performance range of a top of the line 
technical shell?

“There may always be features or technology that people 
do not use to the maximum in premium outdoor clothing, but 
there are still a great amount of aspirational customers that 
want the very best regardless if they use the technology to the 
fullest potential,” says Tomasino.

“I’m not sure a consumer can tell the difference between 
15,000 and 20,000 mm of waterproofness,” says Tavell. 
“But they can see a difference in pocket placement or if the 
bottom hem of a pair of ski pants tears because the fabric 
isn’t reinforced. We’re addressing all the details. Consumers 
will see and understand the differences after a season or two 
on the market.”

Wand notes, “We’re finding that the weekend warrior once 
had to accept sacrifices and compromises. Now we can offer 
more versatility and offer that consumer one jacket that 
works for skiing as well as shoveling snow at home. The 
materials advancements are helping the everyday athlete as 
much as the elite user. There’s a great opportunity to help 
the less educated consumer understand the benefits of  
new technologies.” 

Outdoor Research Razor 
Edge Hooded Jacket, 

MSRP $235.

Helly Hansen 
Sogn Jacket

Rab Muztag Jacket

Mountain Hardwear 
Sharkstooth Jacket, 

MSRP $250.

Berghaus Island Peak 
Jacket

Mammut Luina Tour Hooded 
Jacket, MSRP $450.

www.outdoorinsightmag.com
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I
n the outdoor industry, the range of brands making technical gear 
such as shells, packs and sleeping bags is relatively narrow and 
defined. For lifestyle apparel, the competitive set expands signifi-
cantly. As the “outdoor lifestyle” continues to make its mark in 
the fashion world, consumers are embracing lifestyle apparel on 
a new level. Brands better known for high performance technical 

equipment are expanding product lines. Fashion brands are also attempt-
ing to tap into the outdoor lifestyle.

Along with style, quality and authenticity are key selling points. 
“Consumers want to trust what they are spending their money on and 
enjoy the comfort and validation that heritage provides,” says Michael 
Millenacker, CEO of Royal Robbins.

“The consumer is very savvy. It’s difficult for a brand to change who 
they are overnight,” says Ross Saldarini, president of Mountain Khakis. 
“If a brand makes products for guys who make backflips off of cliffs, 

that’s the core of the brand’s DNA and what they have trained consum-
ers to expect, it’s difficult to then tone that message, expand the product 
lines and rebrand the company.”

He adds, “When we started, apparel in the outdoor industry was 
focused on technical, technical, technical. We saw that as an opportu-
nity. When we launched, Mountain Khakis was a lifestyle company and 
remains so today. That has been the core of our business from day one. 
It’s been fascinating to see trends slowly move in our direction and now 
accelerating with this recent athleisurist trend that has picked up over 
the last few years.”

As dress codes have loosened in corporate America, outdoor lifestyle 
apparel options have become the daily choice of many professionals. 
“The shift we are seeing is a moving away from the extreme outdoors-
man who is looking for very specific, very technical gear to accomplish 
his mountaineering feats to people of all ages and all cultures who are 

RealTalk

LIFESTYLE APPAREL

Toad&Co Boxcan Sherpa Overshirt Toad&Co Ajax Fleece Pullover Columbia Fire Side Sherpa Shrug Columbia Kline Falls Shirt Jacket

Fjallraven

Authenticity Rings True in Versatile, Crossover Offerings.

www.outdoorinsightmag.com
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looking to spend time outside. This audience wants to live a very active 
lifestyle and tap into really accessible adventure. That has been our 
position since the beginning,” says Sarah Matt, marketing director at 
Toad&Co. “In Fall 2016, celebrating our 20 year anniversary, we feel like 
this is our time. The position we introduced to the market 20 years ago 
has absolutely arrived. We recognize a lot of competitors have joined us 
in this space. They have introduced fashion into an industry and prod-
ucts that in the past have traditionally been very functionally oriented 
and focused on performance. We don’t lead with the details of our prod-
uct, we inspire people to get out and live their fullest lives. That differen-
tiates our brand.”

Improved Merchandising 
Once presented on packed steel reels, the merchandising of lifestyle 

apparel has evolved to match the best practices used by fashion brands. 
With improved visual merchandising, well-thought-out display materi-
als and education for brands, outdoor retailers have more tools to sell 
apparel successfully.

“Specialty outdoor retailers are in the catbird seat. There is a trend 
away from mall shopping toward specialty that sets these retailers up 
for success. Consumers are coming into those stores actively looking 
for apparel. The average specialty retailer is dedicating more space to 
softgoods than ever before. We visit stores armed with a virtual visual 
merchandising package that includes displays, manikins and color sets 
that work well together. Outdoor retailers have learned that language,” 
says Saldarini.

“A savvy shopper can get more information online about gear. 
Apparel, while you can research features and benefits online, it’s still a 
tactile experience. You want to put your hands on the garment, under-
stand the technologies and try the garment to see how it looks,” says 
Brian Thompson, general manager at ExOfficio. “Retailers have to bring 
apparel to life and show apparel not as a SKU, but how the piece fits into 
what activity the consumer is trying to do. We need to help them outfit 
themselves for the experience they want to have.”

John Walbrecht, head of Fjallraven North America, says, “Specialty 
retailers have always been critical to not only Fjallraven, but to all 
specialty outdoor lifestyle brands. It is important for the consumer to 
experience the brand at the specialty store rather than have to shop the 
products themselves.” 

Apparel brands are supporting retailers with sophisticated display sys-
tems, visual merchandising support and complete product assortments.

“We’ve led the industry in teaching the value of merchandising and 
how to present a brand. It’s not just cramming product on a rack and 
asking customers to understand the lifestyle you are delivering,” says 
Matt, of Toad&Co. “We’ve helped retailers introduce that level of visual 
merchandising in their stores. The best retailers have embraced our 
ideas and extended them to other apparel. The store is no longer a sea 
of products on racks. The store is now an experience. It’s very tactile. 
The consumer is inspired to touch and feel. They are stimulated by what 
they see. The best retailers have moved beyond packing product into 
their store to creating an experience that inspired their customers to 
spend more time in the store.”

ExOfficio Emel Trench Mountain Khakis POW XVI Sweater Stonewear Steller Jacket Stonewear Aria Dress

Aventura Sloan TunicEcoths Vaughn HenleyLeft to right: Mountain Khakis Camber Pant, ExOfficio Triberg, 
Fjallraven Barents Pro Jeans.
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TALKING TEXTILES 

T
he talk about textiles in recent 
years seems to have morphed into a 
language all it’s own, and nowhere 
is this more apparent than the 

Outdoor Industry. Discussions around fabric 
tech and material trends, especially during trade 
show season, can be a swirl of terminology and 
abbreviations that may register with a textile 
engineer, but can leave the a majority of folks 
involved in the conversation completely lost. 

But here’s the thing, today’s textile introductions 
generally revolve around three fundamental 
concepts: solutions to everyday problems; a 
balance of performance and comfort; and an 
element of design newness or “wow factor.”  In 
other words, when considering the thousands of 
jackets displayed at winter expos, you’ll want to 
ask yourself, “How is this apparel going to make 
my customers’ life better?” 

Particularly important for Fall 2016 is how the 
latest textiles enhance today’s active lifestyle. 
Priority features to keep in mind are: 
•  Fabrics that are super breathable, so while doing 

a fast hike on a Sunday afternoon, or sprinting 
to catch the commuter train, the garment won’t 
feel clammy inside as the user heats up. 

• Fabrics and a garment construction that 
offers more built-in stretch and softness than 

technical weather-resistant properties. Comfort 
is key.  

•  Fabrics that provide added versatility. Versatility 
has emerged over the last few seasons as an 
essential element in active/outdoor product 
design. 

•  Fabrics that surprise with functionality and a 
touch of fashion. Reverse-ability feeds into 

increasingly desirable for a growing number of 
consumers who workout in low-light conditions 
as they try to sneak in a workout before or after 
the workday.   
The companies featured on the following pages

 are leading the industry in modern-day textile 

development is not only improving upon 
performance features like moisture management, 
durability, warmth without weight, thermo-
regulation and breathability but advancing 
lightweight comfort performance in new and 
exciting ways. The latest insulations for apparel 
applications are now ideal for anything Mother 
Nature has in mind, from cold, wet, windy days 
of winter, to sunny springtime warmth. And Fall 
2016 footwear offerings go way beyond the basics 

in terms of technical achievement and wearability. 
For example, PrimaLoft’s new insulation 

product elevates comfort for high output 
adventures, while OrthoLite advances product 
development of its performance and comfort 
insoles with strong company leadership and 
extended focus on innovation. Ramtect makes 
a strong statement in support of locally made 
products and promotes the exceptional qualities of 
wool insulation. Lubrizol introduces an innovative 
midsole material that improves user performance 
and offers manufacturers production 

this special section. 
Rounding out our pages dedicated to 

Deconstructing Textiles is a fabric primer 
written by Kurt Gray.  He offers an educational 
and entertaining refresher course in textile basics 
that will come in handy when deciphering what 
you see, read, and hear about while cruising the 
aisles of upcoming trade shows. 

Today’s textiles succeed by enhancing 
user experience. These fabrics work great during 
a weekend ski trip, or a once- in-a-lifetime 
mountaineering adventure. But they are equally 
great when worn on a daily basis, from season to 
season, year in and year out.

DECONSTRUCTING TEXTILES
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WE’RE MOVING UP!
JUNE 9-10,2016

McCORMICK PLACE CHICAGO
Our 2016 dates will be earlier in the buying cycle. 

Better for retailers. Better for exhibitors. And the new location 
at McCormick Place is both beautiful and convenient.

Exhibitors Contact: 
Beth Gordon

bgordon@formula4media.com
949-293-1378 

or your account manager

Retailers Contact: 
Mark Sullivan

msullivan@formula4media.com
646-319-7878

THE SECOND ANNUAL IRRA SUMMIT / JUNE 8, 2016
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PrimaLoft Introduces Insulation 
For High-Output Adventures 

If you are looking for an insulated piece that 
keeps up with your active life, look no further 
than PrimaLoft® Gold Insulation Active, the 
latest innovation from PrimaLoft, Inc. the world 
leader in providing comfort solutions with high-
performance insulations and fabrics, available for 
Fall/Winter 2016.  

How it works
Insulation should trap heat, but when you’re on 

the move, too much heat can leave you feeling 

insulations often live inside layers of tightly 
woven fabrics to protect them. These fabrics can 
trap excess moisture vapor buildup from aerobic 

activity. PrimaLoft® 
Gold Insulation Active 
is designed to face 
this issue head-on, 
regulating your comfort 
level during intense 
activity while offering 
performance without 
compromise in a wide 
range of conditions. It 
starts with PrimaLoft’s 

trademark recipe for performance and comfort: 
millions of air pockets trap body heat for comfort 
in cold conditions and permanent water resistant 
technology means warmth stays, even when 
wet. Then, PrimaLoft ups the technical ante: 

PrimaLoft® Gold Insulation Active has been 
engineered with 4-way stretch and the stability to 
be paired with highly breathable stretch shell and 
liner fabrics, resulting in more year-round choices 
for manufacturers, retailers and consumers. This 
means excess heat and moisture vapor from 
aerobic activity exits – keeping you in the sweet 
spot of comfort all day long. Consumers who 
are active in the outdoors expect their gear to 
perform double duty so they can move fast and 
light with uninhibited range of motion. Combining 
exceptional breathability, 4-way stretch and 

PrimaLoft® Gold Insulation Active means users 
won’t need to change their plans or their jacket.

 “The addition of PrimaLoft® Gold Insulation 
Active to our roster of technologies is a natural 
progression in our innovation pipeline,” said Mike 
Joyce, president and CEO of PrimaLoft. “This 
technology builds upon the success of PrimaLoft® 

Silver Insulation Active, giving our brand partners 
more versatility in their designs meeting a 
growing consumer demand. Our job as the leading 
comfort solution company is not only to observe 
the trends in the market, but also, to be ahead of 
today’s trends – which are calling for lighter fabric 
and greater adaptability. With PrimaLoft® Gold 
Insulation Active, outdoor enthusiasts have more 
freedom of movement and will be comfortable, 
warm and dry during high-aerobic activities – 
from running, biking and hiking, to cross country 
or downhill skiing.”

Global Partners
Well-known international launch partners 

for PrimaLoft® Gold Insulation Active include 
L.L.Bean, Marmot, Merrell, Under Armour, Eddie 
Bauer, adidas, Rab, Bergans of Norway, Filson 
and Scott USA. “PrimaLoft® Gold Insulation Ac-
tive is ideal for today’s outdoor customer engaging 

in more activities for shorter time 
spans,” said AJ Curran, Director of 
Outerwear at L.L.Bean. “PrimaLoft 
continues to provide best-in-class 
solutions for our consumers so they 
may completely enjoy their outdoor 
activity without having to think 
about the weather. We appreciate 
having a choice of insulation tech-

to create extensions in our line for 
a wider variety of activity-based apparel. We look 
forward to continuing our partnership that started 

® 
insulated jacket to the market.”

More to come
“Innovation is the lifeblood of PrimaLoft,” 

said Joyce. “We will continue to push boundaries 
in order to offer new, unique products for our 

brand partners that 
perform at the highest 
standards, all while 
minimizing our impact 
on the environment and 
adhering to strict health 

and safety standards. We have some impactful and 
exciting projects in the pipeline when it comes to 
sustainability so, stay tuned for more to come.”

www.primaloft.com 
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Mike Joyce, President and 
CEO of PrimaLoft, Inc.

Functionality of PrimaLoft® Gold Insulation Active

Bergan’s Kongsberg Insulated Jacket with  
PrimaLoft® Gold Insulation Active

L.L.Bean Mountain Hoodie Pro with  
PrimaLoft® Gold Insulation Active

PrimaLoft® Gold 
Insulation Active is 
bluesign® approved

http://www.primaloft.com
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BREATHABILITY FOR ANY SEASON.
 FLEXIBILITY FOR ANY ADVENTURE.

DELIVERING SEASON-TO-SEASON FREEDOM, PRIMALOFT® GOLD INSULATION ACTIVE IS THE INNOVATIVE
 MICROFIBER INSULATION ENGINEERED WITH BREATHABLE WARMTH TECHNOLOGY AND MULTI-DIRECTIONAL 

STRETCH. IT EXPANDS YOUR APPAREL’S SEASONALITY AND TRANSFORMS EVERYTHING FROM LIGHT
LINER MATERIALS TO HIGHLY-PERMEABLE STRETCH SHELL FABRICS INTO ADAPTIVE PERFORMANCE GEAR 

THAT’S READY FOR ANY TRAIL, SO YOU CAN FORGET THE FORECAST.

REDISCOVER COMFORT AT PRIMALOFT.COM

www.primaloft.com


Bringing It Home To North America

By Bob Woodward, founder, SNEWS 

It’s time we started appreciating natural 

America. Via USA based Craft CoOp, domestic 

Craft CoOp facilitated a Spirit West –
Ramtect collaboration. Spirit West Ramtect 

the product the best lightweight-to-warmth 
combination insulated garments they’ve used.

Future collaborations such as these will 
help American and Canadian retailers, and 
small startups, create their own distinctive 
outdoor insulated outerwear lines.

Warder was given a Spirit West thermal vest 
to test, she happened to be at crucial point 
in her journey where gear needed to be just 
right. “My initial thoughts were, I’m not 
so sure about this vest,” reports Bethany. 
“Nonetheless I was intrigued by the idea of 
wool insulation as I haven’t come across 
that before. Having been disappointed by my 
down jacket in wet weather, and frequently 
having issues with the garment not lofting 

properly, I decided to give 
the Spirit West vest a go.

The vest quickly became 
one of my favorite pieces 
of clothing. I wore it every 
day and night for the last 
month of my hike. It kept 
me warm in dry and wet 
weather. It didn’t hold 
‘stink’ like my down and 

me warm even when 
soaking wet—which for 
much of the Washington 
section I was soaking wet 
all the time. I was also 

the vest dried extremely 
quickly. I found it to be 
very durable and after a month of heavy use it 
physically showed no signs of wear. The zippers 
never stuck or failed even at their dirtiest. The 

stayed out.
The vest weighed a little more than a down 

vest would, but due to an excellent performance 
in all weather types, it’s absolutely worth the 
few extra grams.”

Oregon-based professional Mike Houska was 

equally impressed.
“When I found out that 

was neither down or nor 
synthetic down but natural 
wool, I was pleasantly 
surprised,” says Houska, 
adding, “I’m all for using 

possible.” Houska also notes 
that his test vest became 
soaked twice in sudden 
downpours while shooting 
on location and found it 
still kept his core warm. 

dried much faster than 
expected.”

Lightweight, warm, fast drying Ramtect 

are available for enterprising retailers and 
entrepreneurs looking to create their own 
insulated outerwear aided by the Craft CoOp. 

 
For more information contact: 
Doug Hoschek (Ramtect) Hobbs BondedFibers, 
djhoschek@hotmail.com / OR Booth # 62047
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Lizzy Page, active outdoors high school senior
“I got my blue jacket on a cold snowy day and now
I practically live in it.”

Bethany Warder, Pacific Crest Trail hiker 
“The vest quickly became one of my favorite 
pieces of clothing. I wore it every day and 
night for the last month of my hike.  

Mike Houska, professional photographer  
“Soaked twice in sudden down pours, the fill dried 
much faster than expected.”

Bob Woodward, journalist  
“It’s about time we started to appreciate U.S. sourced 
natural fibers for use in fills in technical apparel.”

“No matter the temperature, the jacket always delivers.”

mailto:djhoschek@hotmail.com
www.outdoorinsightmag.com


CRAFT CoOp 

launches 

On-shore 

sourcing and 

ON- shore 

manufacturing; 

here and now in 

North America.

OR BOOTH 
#62047 
(up the escalator 

at the top of the 

mezzanine across from 

the business center)

CATCHING THE 
CREATIVE WIND™

BRINGING IT HOME HERE 
AND NOW TO NORTH AMERICA

The quiet swishing sound of pine, cedar and fir 

needles calms our senses and minds. Everything 

is perfectly in balance, and we are enjoying our 

day in the forest.

The Challenge.
How do we capture the same sense of balance 

the wind creates into the dry warm comfort we 

want from our insulated outerwear? The Spirit 

West Essential jackets, vests and pants reflect this 

balance.  Filled with merino wool fiber processed 

locally from USA-raised sheep, Ramtect® wool is 

the most innovative in the world.

How it Works.
Sage Publications’ Textile Research Journal, 

reports the effects of two different battings—

sheep wool versus polyester micro fiber. The 

Abstract suggests “Wool outdoor clothing 

systems is stated to be a good temperature and 

humidity regulator giving the wearer a warm and 

dry feeling during physical activity.”

• Wool fill fiber draws the moisture to it through 

the weave of the ultra light lining fabric that is 

not quilted with holes.  This allows an inner wind 

barrier for body warmth keeping your micro 

environment dry all the way back to your skin 

(Ramtect’s unique compression patent claim).

• As moisture absorbs and desorbs in the wool 

fill fibers, it quietly and comfortably seeks the 

colder outside air. Your body stays comfortable 

due to the buffering provided by the wool fill.

• The ultra light parachute weave shell fabric 

assisted by 8 to 10 stitches per inch of non-

migration quilting holes opens small vents so 

wool fill fibers have maximum evaporation to the 

outside environment.

Wear testers rave about the performance of Spirit 

West Ramtect® Wool Fill Insulations. See adjacent 

advertorial for details. Science backs it up.

Spirit West Ramtect® garments challenge you to 

get out of the lab and be part of Catching The 

Creative Wind ™ bringing back home the time 

to start appreciating natural fibers of North 

American innovation and manufacturing that 

lasts for decades. 

The Best Warranty Service. 
Spirit West offers the best warranty service in 

the outdoor clothing business powered by Gear 

Re-Store. This warranty service is offered to every 

retailer (and their customers) that becomes a 

Spirit West Ramtect client. Our exclusive CRAFT 

Co-op welcomes retailers and offers private label 

a well as servicing. 

Contact: 

Steve Bommer (Calgary, Alberta)

steve.bommer51@gmail.com 

Doug Hoschek (Ramtect USA)

djhoschek@hotmail.com 

mailto:steve.bommer51@gmail.com
mailto:djhoschek@hotmail.com


OrthoLite is strengthening its leadership 
team and extending its focus on innovation 
as the brand builds on its role as the leading 
provider of comfort and performance insoles. 
Recent key senior management hires and 
an exciting new partnership with the NBA’s 
Brooklyn Nets solidly positions the brand for 
continued rapid growth in the industry. 

“Comfort is still the foundation of the 
company, and comfort is key in today’s 
marketplace,” states OrthoLite CEO Glenn 
Barrett. “Our new leadership team and 
innovative promotional efforts expand on 
that premise.”

The strategic, multi-tiered partnership with 
the NBA’s Brooklyn Nets aligns strongly with 
OrthoLite’s mission to provide athletes of all 
levels the comfort they need to perform at their 
best. As the presenting sponsor of Team Hype, 
a talented group of men that pump up the crowd 
at Nets home games, OrthoLite initiatives and 
promotional efforts will engage fans during the 
NBA season. In addition, OrthoLite branding 
will appear throughout Barclays Center during 
home games, including courtside and baseline 
signage, radio spots during the Nets regular 
season game broadcasts and an advertising 
presence on BrooklynNets.com. 

“This is a giant step forward for us 
into professional sports promotion,” said 
Barrett. “It’s all about increasing consumer 
awareness and making us a better partner to 
our brand customers.”

OrthoLite’s newly expanded senior 

of strengthening relationships with brand 
partners across the globe. The company recently 
announced the appointment of John Barrett 

president sales, and is retaining Skip Lei as 
director of product innovation. 

Barrett will be responsible for all Asian 
operations including manufacturing, research and 
development, sustainability initiatives, product 

administration. In his former post as OrthoLite 
general manager of Asia, Barrett was responsible 
for all organizational operations in OrthoLite 
facilities and business centers in Hong Kong, 
China, Vietnam, Indonesia and Korea. 

“We are a manufacturing company and have 
venues all over Southeast Asia so it is important 
to have leadership management on the ground in 
those locations,” commented the OrthoLite CEO. 

Responding to OrthoLite’s rapid rate of 
growth, in the new vice president of sales 
position, Tuite will report to Pamela Gelsomini, 
president of OrthoLite, to manage day-to-
day sales responsibilities and join in leading 
OrthoLite’s customer relations. As an industry 
veteran, Tuite brings 20 years of footwear 
experience with particular expertise in sports.

Skip Lei, Owner of Evergreen Innovations, 
has direct responsibility for expanding the 
applications of OrthoLite technologies and 
will work across all departments within 
OrthoLite.  He has more than 30 years of 
footwear product and leadership experience 

Haan, Converse, and Hurley. “Skip brings 
fresh ideas and a new perspective that will 
provide an added dimension to our product 
innovation,” Barrett said. 

In 2016 OrthoLite comfort and performance 
insoles will be featured in 250 million pairs of 
shoes, according to Barrett. With an expanded 
management team and a strong commitment 
to innovative product development and 
promotions, OrthoLite looks to step up further 
as an industry leading sales organization. 

For more information, go to www.ortholite.us

ADVERTISEMENT
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    POINTS OF INTEREST

• COO Named for Asia Operations

• VP  Tapped for New Sales Position

• Strategic Alignment with Evergreen 

Innovations

• Partnership with NBA Brooklyn Nets

CB Tuite, VP of SalesJohn Barrett, COOGlenn Barrett, CEO Skip Lei, Director of 
Product Innovation
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Revolutionary Foam Material 
For Footwear Midsoles

The vast majority of athletic shoes are 
made up of three (3) main components: an 
upper section, which is typically made of fabric 
or leather and secures the shoe to the foot; a soft 
midsole; and an outsole that contacts the ground 
during use. 

Of these three key components the midsole 
is arguably the most important part of the shoe 
as it is responsible for cushioning and stability 
for the user. The overwhelming majority of 
athletic footwear midsoles today are made from 
ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA), a material that 
degrades quickly in performance (cushioning 
and durability) and requires labor-intensive 
preparation. In addition to being lightweight, 

other desirable characteristics such as resistance 
to water and stress-cracking. However, they 
do not perform as well with regards to long-
term durability and compression. Over time, as 
EVA midsoles lose some of their elastomeric 
properties, their ability to absorb impact from 
the ground decreases. And when this occurs, 
the energy from the impact of the stride is 
transferred into the foot, ankle, and leg of the 
runner.

Recognizing a critical need for a high-quality 

manufacturers, Lubrizol Engineered Polymers 

formulated a unique material made from 
thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) chemistry 
and the MuCell® Injection Molding Technology 
to form BounCell-X™ –a low density, 
plasticizer-free, recyclable*, thermoplastic foam 
that outperforms EVA in terms of cushioning, 
compression, and durability, and helps athletic 

Although EVA has been the material of 
choice for shoe manufacturers over the past few 
decades, its cross-linked molecular structure 
makes it unrecyclable and poses problems 
for footwear companies that are looking to 
increase the sustainability and environmental 
friendliness of their operations. BounCell-X™ 
microcellular foam, using Trexel’s MuCell® 
physical foam injection molding technology, 
generates a highly uniform cell structure that 
provides more than an 80% reduction in 
density when compared to conventionally 
molded TPU.  Additionally, Bouncell-X 
technology, utilizing nitrogen gas as blowing 
agent, contains no extra chemical additives, 

consumer recycling* programs.
With increasing demands for better 

improved sustainability, footwear producers 
today are facing challenges that require 
innovative solutions. Combining the unique 

of foam injection molding, BounCell-X™ allows 
shoe manufacturers to improve the quality, 
toughness, and environmentally friendliness of 
their products. 

DECONSTRUCTING TEXTILES
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*Recyclability is based on access to a readily available standard recycling program that supports such materials. This product may not be recyclable in all areas.

Company Overview
The Lubrizol Corporation, a Berkshire Hathaway 
company, is a technology-driven global company 
that owns and operates manufacturing facilities in 
17 countries, as well as sales and technical offices 
around the world.  Founded in 1928, Lubrizol has 
approximately 9,000 employees worldwide. 

Lubrizol Engineered Polymers
A division of The Lubrizol Corporation, Lubrizol 
Engineered Polymers combines over 55 years of 
experience with a worldwide network that includes 
formulation design, manufacturing, R&D and 
cutting-edge technologies to become a trusted 
partner to our customers. Our broad portfolio of 
engineered polymer solutions includes expertly 
formulated resins that can cross many industries, 
with applications in the industrial, electronics, and 
sports and recreation industries.

Phone: 1-888-234-2436
Email: engineeredpolymers@lubrizol.com

    POINTS OF INTEREST

5 KEY PERFORMANCE 
ATTRIBUTES

• Quality

• Durability

• Cushioning 

• Lightweight 

• Low Compression Set 

5 KEY MANUFACTURING 
ADVANTAGES

• Waste Reduction

• Improved Quality

• Increased Automation

• Enhanced Environmental Friendliness

• Better Aesthetics Better performance for users and increased manufacturing automation for producers

mailto:engineeredpolymers@lubrizol.com
www.outdoorinsightmag.com


EYELET LOGO HEEL CUP TOE CAP

www.lubrizol.com | © 2015 The Lubrizol Corporation, all rights reserved.  

All marks are the property of The Lubrizol Corporation.

15-0998

Lubrizol
Engineered Polymers

Innovative TPU Solutions for Footwear
As the inventor of TPU (thermoplastic polyurethane), Lubrizol Engineered Polymers has over 55 years of 

experience and a wide-range of innovative solutions to address the unique outsole, midsole and bonding 

needs of performance footwear such as running shoes. From our industry leading Estane® and Pearlthane™ 

TPU product portfolios, to our innovative BounCell-X™ Microcellular TPU Foam, Lubrizol has led the way 

on product developments like light-weight, superior cushioning and rebound, UV resistance/color stability 

(aliphatic TPU) and a broad bio-based portfolio (Bio TPU™ by Lubrizol*).

To learn more about our innovative footwear solutions, please contact us today at 888.234.2436, 

engineeredpolymers@lubrizol.com or online at www.lubrizol.com/engineeredpolymers.

*Bio-based content as certified in accordance with ASTM D-6866.

SHANKUPPER CUSHIONING 
STRUCTURE

OUTSOLE 
PLATE/STUD

mailto:engineeredpolymers@lubrizol.com
http://www.lubrizol.com/engineeredpolymers
http://www.lubrizol.com


The Morphology of Fabric

T
he fabric scene has gotten complex 
and everyone can use a refresher. This 
is a primer on fabrics and some of the 
language involved in talking about 

textiles. The more we can call things out by name, 
the more detail we see in the world.

Fabric is structured a lot like biology, except in 
this case there are three main kingdoms; Knits, 
Wovens and Nonwovens. Each of the hierarchies 
has hundreds of variations or “stitches” that are 
oriented around some simple delineations. These 
constructions are sometimes combined, i.e. 
Ripstop, is a particular kind of Taffeta, which is 
itself a major family within the Woven Kingdom. 

Next comes content. Fibers are what is twisted 

together to form the yarns that the Woven and 
Knit Kingdoms are made from. Fibers are also 
involved with Nonwovens, either chopped up or 

the shopping bags, surgical scrubs and billboards 
of the world. 

Fiber can be made from any material that can 
be formed small and strong and then spun into 
endless lightweight yarn. The material spectrum is 
wide with cottonwood seed duff and crushed plant 
stems on one extreme and crystalized long chain 
synthetic polymers on the other. We often name a 

refer to our Ripstop fabric as a Nylon Ripstop and 
drop the Taffeta designation altogether.

Now don’t get too comfortable. All kinds of 
weird hybrids abound; there are blended yarns, 
twisted yarns, plied yarns, different yarns on 
each side of a fabric, or distinct yarns marching 
together across a fabric. Confusing nomenclature 
can extend from the cotton trade’s unique and 
archaic language, to the hyper-technical discussion 
of denier and function that occur within the 
outdoor industry. Remember, be it twill or tricot, 
the form of the fabric remains the same.

Weight is always described. The fabric weight 
is a combination of the yarn size and weight, 
known as denier, combined with the construction 
density or count. Denier (usually shortened to just 
the letter D) is a measurement of mass and varies 
greatly between different materials, i.e. the same 
denier yarns in Polyester and Nylon aren’t the 

altogether, instead relying more on singles, plies 

What is sometimes confusing is that the 

measured in denier and so are the yarns 
themselves, so be aware of which measurement 
you are looking at. Fabric weight is measured 
two different ways. One is by the square yard 
or meter, this is an easy system to make sense 
of. Another method is by the linear or running 
yard / meter – the downside here is that you 
have to know the width of the fabric in order 
to calculate how dense and heavy it actually 
is. We can call our fabric a 70D Nylon Ripstop 
Taffeta, or a 2.2-ounce Ripstop, and mean the 
same thing.

are two different kinds, one chemical and the other 

that gives the fabric a special something. Some 

fabric is manipulated after it is made; like when 
fabric is squished as in a calendared or cire’ 

The taxonomy is complete: we have a 70D 

—Kurt Gray

Disclaimer: Mr. Gray asks you please don’t 
Snapchat his Facebook, it makes his Viber 
Twitter. Gray’s viewpoints and opinions are not 
necessarily shared by the publisher.
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KNOWING FABRIC DETAILS ABOUT FIBER AND CONTENT, MAKES A BIG DIFFERENCE IN HOW YOU VIEW THE TEXTILE WORLD
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Endurance Engineered.

cw-x.com

ENDURANCE:
  IT COMES FROM           
 WITHIN ... YOUR SHORTS

PRO WEB FOR MUSCLE SUPPORT

• The Pro Short’s patented muscle-centric 

Support Web™ provides Targeted Support 

to the hamstrings, lower back and quads.
 

• The Support Web™ acts as 

a suspension system for the 

hamstrings and quads, reducing 

fatigue and increasing speed 

and power.
 

 • LYCRA
®
/COOLMAX

®   

fabric pulls 

moisture away from the body, 

keeping it cool and dry.
 

 • Also available in women’s sizes and colors

CW-X ® Pro Shorts

©
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-X is a W

acoal Corp. registered tradem
ark.

www.cw-x.com


S
nowsports Industries Association “2015 Market 
Intelligence” reports there are four million cross-
country skiers as compared to the smaller figure 
of 992,000 backcountry skiers. So why does 
backcountry skiing get all the love from media? 
And what are those consumers looking for? 

We checked in with brand managers and specialty retailers to 
answer those questions, and more.

“The core lure of backcountry skiing is that it gives you a chance 
to match your best day inbound skiing every day. There’s 
nothing better than getting out on a deep powder day. Inbounds 
you are always fighting with lots of other skiers for that terrain. 
You often only get a couple of line-free runs on any given day. 
In the backcountry you can get as many lines as you are willing 
to hike for. It’s the kind of exciting skiing that people aspire to. 
Whether you are on snowshoes or backcountry skis, there’s 
something special to being out in the quiet winter woods.”
Erik Hamerschlag, senior product line manager, Osprey

“A big part of it is based on the aspirational and somewhat 
romantic idea of taking adventure beyond boundaries — 
boundaries set up by ski areas and boundaries of human comfort 
and adventure. Backcountry skiing represents a pure form for 
our beloved downhill skiing. It’s a chance to take the thrill of the 
turns, the deep and untouched snow and the camaraderie with 
friends into a place that feels isolated and exclusive to just us.” 
Samantha Kilgore, marketing manager, Scarpa

“We are definitely seeing a lot of people attracted to the 
backcountry who are inbounds skiers. Mount Baker is sexy. The 
backcountry evokes images of thrilling adventure. Everyone in 
our area wants to get into the backcountry when they see how 
many people are going out of the gates to get fresh turns. With 
backcountry there is a more aesthetic tantalizing scenery higher 
in the mountains.” 
Chris Gerston, owner, Backcountry Essentials, Bellingham, WA

“For some, backcountry is an adrenaline sport. In general, 
backcountry just looks more interesting. It’s sexy.”
Scott O’Brien, co-owner, Skinny Skis, Jackson, WY

SNOWSPORTS
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By Lou Dzierzak / Backcountry skiers are an elite breed — talented 

skiers trekking deep into the mountains in search of untracked 

fields of fresh powder. Despite far larger participation numbers 

for alpine, cross-country skiing and snowshoeing, backcountry 

skiing gets the buzz and attracts the most media attention.

THE DRAW OF THE

UNDERSTANDING THE CONSUMER LOOKING TO GO ABOVE & BEYOND.BACKCOUNTRY

www.outdoorinsightmag.com
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SNOWSPORTS

Backcountry skiers need backcountry access 
to pursue their adventures. Is there enough 
terrain to satisfy more new skiers looking for 
untracked powder?

“There’s always enough terrain, it’s how far 
you are willing to go for it and how hard are 
you willing to work. Around major metropolitan 
areas it gets harder. Most of the places where 
there is good backcountry access, it’s not hard 
to find open terrain. It’s a fairly limiting activity 
in terms of what it requires from people in terms 
of physical exertion and gear. Look at what lift 
tickets cost these days. You can pay $100 a day to 
be on the mountain. Put that money in your pocket 
and save it and you will have money for new gear 
when you need it.”
Erik Hamerschlag, senior product line manager, 
Osprey

“There is more work required in finding suitable 
terrain for backcountry skiing, but there is no 
shortage of it. There will certainly continue to be 
obstacles that stand in people’s way in backcountry 
skiing, however. Part of the appeal of backcountry 
skiing is having the entire ski hill to yourself. As the 

sport continues to grow, the easier-to-access areas 
will become  more crowded. Committed 
backcountry skiers will have to continue 
to push further and further into the 

backcountry to avoid the crowds. Second, 

and very  importantly, there is a very legitimate safety 
concern with more and more people accessing the 
backcountry. Avalanches and snow safety present very 
real obstacles. That said, regional avalanche centers, 
and a multitude of backcountry ski-specific brands, are 
doing a great job of working to make people more aware 
of the dangers associated with the backcountry and 
they are inspiring people to achieve at least a base level 
of avalanche education.”
Samantha Kilgore, marketing manager, Scarpa

“Strange weather patterns might shorten the seasons, 
but backcountry skiing is alive and well. G3 clearly 
focuses on backcountry skiing from our 20-plus year 
history of being a pure, dedicated backcountry ski 
company. We look at it more from the perspective of 
the growth of the sport first and then the subsequent 
sales growth will allow us to continue to innovate and 
improve the BC skiing experience for our customers.” 
John Pieper, VP–sales and marketing, Genuine Guide Gear

Backcountry skiers are often either seen as epic 
adventurers with the latest technical equipment or 
as skiers working two jobs to afford gear. What’s 
the reality?

“In reality, backcountry skiers represent quite a cross 
section of people from middle-aged doctors and well as 
20-somethings trying to scratch together equipment and 
ski whenever they can.”
Scott O’Brien, co-owner, Skinny Skis, Jackson, WY

“G3 sees the backcountry skiing community as much 
more complex. The young skiers are coming from alpine 
skiing, some very strong skiers, but they seek more 
adventure and experiencing wild places, outside the 
park and ski area ropes. In addition to the youth, there 
are the more mature participants — skiers with more 
disposable income, more time in the backcountry, more 
developed senses of mountain safety and a deeper drive 
for backcountry adventure.”  
John Pieper, VP–sales and marketing, Genuine Guide Gear
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$19M
Alpine Touring 

Equipment 
sales were up 

8 percent 

$3.3M 
Alpine Touring 

Ski sales 
were up  

30 percent 

$15.6M 
in Alpine 
Touring 

Equipment 
sales were 
made at 
Outdoor 
Specialty 
Shops

$7.2M
in Alpine 
Touring 

Equipment 
sales were 
made in 

Snowsports 
Specialty 
Shops 

37% 
Internet Sales 

Represent 
37 percent 
of all dollars 

sales of 
Alpine Touring 

Equipment 
and 

Backcountry 
Accessories 

$15.5M 
Backcountry 
Accessories 

sales, 
including 
beacons, 

probes and 
shovels  

were down 
15 percent 

53% 
Online 
sales of 

Backcountry 
Accessories 

made up 
53% of total 
backcountry 
accessories 

sales 

Top to bottom: G3 SCALA Climbing Skin, MSRP 
$209-$219; Ortovox Cevedale Pants; Scarpa 
Freedom SL 120, MSRP $779; G3 Findr 102, MSRP 
$759-799; Scarpa F1, MSRP $699.

FAST FACTS FROM SIA 2015 MARKET INTELLIGENCE
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Backcountry gear tends to last. How can vendors inspire 
backcountry skiers to spend more money on the latest and 
greatest?

“Once you’ve paid for your gear, if you have time you can 
get a lot of skiing in. This gear doesn’t wear out. Backcountry 
is really easy on gear for the most part. You don’t hit rocks 
or over flex your skis on bumps. You can wear out a pair 
of skis a lot faster at a resort.As a pack company, the sense 
of technical innovations is driving sales and creating new 
customers. We move on that innovative path, not to sell 
someone a new pack but because we are always trying to 
find a better solution. As long as the ski, boots, binding, 
skins, avalanche beacons and airbag pack brands keep trying 
to make better products there will always be demand. But 
you don’t feel like it is marketing driven demand trying to 
convince people they need something new since their current 
gear is no longer valid.”
Erik Hamerschlag, senior product line manager, Osprey

“Backcountry skiers are getting into the backcountry because 
they don’t want to pay for lift tickets. In the ski world—
dirtbags are a term of affection. They will pay top dollar for 
something that is going to make their day better. Skiing is 
pure joy. If there is a product out there that will make their 
day just a little bit better, they will go for it.” 
Chris Gerston, owner, Backcountry Essentials, Bellingham, WA

“The backcountry user may be looking more for a 
quiver of skis compared to the average cross country 
skier. There’s a plethora of garage shop backcountry 
ski manufacturers—small producers in every ski town 
producing new skis. There’s definitely more going on 
to push the edge for the newest ‘hot’ ski.”
Scott O’Brien, co-owner, Skinny Skis, Jackson, WY
 
“The deeper into the backcountry you go and 
the steeper the terrain, the more gear you need. 
Backcountry skiers need at least somewhat lightweight 
gear for skis, boots, bindings, and skins, but they also 
need the full safety system: a pack, a beacon, more 
protective clothing to keep you safe when you are 
hours from your car. If the terrain is more complex, 
you can also need some basic climbing gear to access 
the best terrain and snow. Technical innovations 
in skis, boots and bindings continue to improve 
the experience. These skiers often look for annual 
equipment upgrades for lighter weight, higher on-snow 
performance, and increased avalanche safety.”
John Pieper, VP–sales and marketing, Genuine Guide Gear

“We’re in a cycle of innovation now. They are 
discovering how to make gear lighter and better. All 
the changes in ski shapes and rocker and materials 
are moving the market in a direction where skiers are 
looking at the gear they bought just a few years ago 
and say, ‘I need that.’ There’s nothing really wrong 
with that. It’s not like there’s a drive to get people to 
swap out gear before its time.” 
Erik Hamerschlag, senior product line manager, Osprey

Let’s take the variability of weather out of the equation. 
In your eyes, what does the future hold for backcountry 
skiing? Growth, plateau, decline?  

“Recent SIA data shows that equipment sales are up 

10 percent over the same period 
last year. (When accounting for 
the weather, we’ve seen specialty 
shops in the West achieve nearly 
50 percent growth thanks to 
the pent up demand from a few 
snowless seasons and with the 
promise of El Nino this season). I 
think it’s safe to say that we will 
continue to see growth. There will 
be more and more people who 
discover a day in the backcountry 
will make them feel better than 
a day spent inbounds on the 
lifts. But it’s still a somewhat 
limiting activity. It’s hard work 
and potentially dangerous. It’s never going to be massively 
mainstream in its appeal. There will be good steady growth.”
Erik Hamerschlag, senior product line manager, Osprey

“Ultimately, no one knows what the weather will do. Look at 
the Northeast U.S. last winter — it was an epic snow year. 
The one thing we can be almost assured of is unpredictability. 
Knowing this, the growth potential revolves more around 
innovation in equipment, education and outreach, and the 
understanding that most of the true adventure lives outside, 
rather than in the sterile world of the gym.”
John Pieper, VP–sales and marketing, Genuine Guide Gear 
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GOGGLES

By Lou Dzierzak

O
ld Man Winter can be counted on to 
cover the mountain slopes with deep 
powder season after season. The gear 
skiers use to speed down those slopes 
isn’t quite as predictable. Every winter 
brings a new definition of what’s “the 
latest and greatest.”

“The two biggest trends we see are frameless goggles and 
an old-school look. It’s a parallel of ultra new and classic 
’80s,” notes Devin Johnson, director of public relations at 
Rudy Project. “We were one of the first on the market with 
some ultra bright colors in our helmet line. We incorporated 
those colors in our goggles and they have just taken off. 
Skiers are wearing crazy bright styles.”

“For us, its definitely spherical lenses and larger frames, 
particularly for women. Generally our women’s models have 
been slimmer, smaller profile. There’s definitely a trend now 
for women’s goggles to have bigger, more bulbous frames,” 
says Nick Yardley, CEO of Julbo U.S.A.

The ongoing debate about whether to offer one lens that 
handles a range of light conditions, or a selection of lenses 
for defined purposes, continues.

“We believe the lens has to do the changing. People don’t 
want to be changing lenses on the side of the mountain,” 
says Yardley.

“Goggle design trends continue to move in the direction 

of lens technology,” says Mike Lewis, director of brand 
activation and digital strategy for Zeal Optics. The brand 
is “eliminating the need to carry spare lenses” with the 
introduction of its new Automatic+ lens — it’s a patented, 
polarized photochromic lens that adjusts tint in changing 
light conditions to take the wearer from low-light to bluebird 
conditions with just one lens, according to Lewis.

“The trend cycle that we are in right now shows a lot of 
hype over frameless lens design and lens interchangeability. 
In 2011, Dragon was the first company to introduce 
frameless design with quick lens interchangeability. We 
offer multiple frames with our Swiftlock which allows you to 
have your goggles and gloves turn a lever and change lenses 
quickly,” notes Mike Tobia, director of product at Dragon 
Alliance. “We’ve also partnered with Transitions Adaptive 
Technology. We’re now offering four different lenses in clear, 
amber, light rose and yellow base tints that activate to a 
dark gray. If you don’t want to change your lenses you have 
the ability to have one goggle that will adapt to conditions.”

For a growing segment of snowsports enthusiasts, 
evaluating goggles goes far deeper than a fresh layer of 
powder. “Manufacturing transparency [is important]. 
Consumers are more aware and interested in where 
products are made and what they’re made with. More 
and more companies are making a concerted effort to 
manufacture their products responsibly and to share that 
with their consumers,” says Jon Raymer, category manager–
goggles, at Smith.

Throwback Style Meets Futuristic Tech in Winter Googles. 

RetroActive

Scott LCG Compact
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Smith Riot New Wave Blackout

Cutting Edge
Brand managers and product designers are rarely 

satisfied. New lens materials and enhanced construction 
methods keep pushing the envelope. This year’s selection 
of models performs significantly better then models a few 
years old.

“For all goggle manufacturers there have been two Holy 
Grails in product development. One is lens quality and 
versatility. The second is anti-fog. Anyone can put an anti-fog 
coating on something. If you sit on a chair lift and don’t do 
anything it will probably work. People have tried all sorts 
of ideas for aggressive skiers who are skinning uphill like 
fans and batteries to reduce fogging,” says Yardley. “Our 
SuperFlow system won a lot of awards last year. Modern 
technology and manufacturing have allowed us to reach 
the Holy Grail with that feature. We’ve been able to achieve 
that without bells and whistles but with just an up to date 
manufacturing process to provide a simple solution to an 
age old problem.”

Lewis notes, “We try not to design our products season to 
season, but instead design and build our products to last. 
That is why some lenses from past seasons still remain our 
most popular, such as our Polarized Bluebird HT Polarized, 
Polarized Dark Grey and Polarized Phoenix. We will continue 
to use new technology to improve our products and lenses, 
but everything in our collection is built to perform in the 
harshest conditions.”

Rudy Project is using Impact X, a material originally 
designed for Apache helicopter windshields. “Everyone 
has a polycarbonate lens but Impact X is a polyurethane 
material. We can apply mirror coatings and you can have 
colors to match the conditions. It’s photo chromatic so the 
lens will adapt with conditions throughout the day. The 
material is also almost indestructible. They are ridiculously 
strong,” notes Johnson. “There are advancements constantly 
in the works. We keep honing the aesthetics with our glasses 
and goggles but there are certain things that have totally 
changed the market in ways we didn’t expect.” 

Raymer reports Smith’s ChromaPop Lens collection is 
the most significant technical advancement in the brand’s 
’16/’17 Snow Goggle line. “With this proprietary lens 
technology, riders will see more detail and color beyond 
normal capabilities. ChromaPop filters light at two specific 
wavelengths, creating greater color definition, enhanced 
natural color, and unmatched clarity.”

Demonstration Dilemma
Evaluating the feature/benefit list of a pair of high-end 

goggles is best experienced in an appropriate environment. 
A cold windy ski slope is a far better place to test whether 
a lens will fog or not. Comparing brands in a warm dry, 
temperature controlled retail showroom isn’t the same. 

“Our sales representatives are extensively trained on 
our goggle technology, from showcasing the products to 
demonstrating how each component works,” says Lewis. 
“Our team plays a huge role in communicating Zeal’s key 
features and benefits in the retail environment. We also 

communicate Zeal messaging through our merchandising, 
displays and branding initiatives.”

Rudy Project relies on comprehensive video tools to 
demonstrate features and benefits for retail sales staffs and 
consumers. Personal conversations are also encouraged. 
“When we are talking with a retailer, nothing beats face to 
face training. With our reps we try to incorporate the sport 
in the way we present the product. They spend a lot of time 
skiing or cycling,” says Johnson. 

“That’s definitely an issue for us. We’re a very technical 
lens company and when the product is in a box on a shelf 
it’s very difficult to tell that story. Our reps train extensively 
on our technology and we offer retailers videos, diagrams 
and detailed charts to explain our products,” says Yardley. 
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“We’ve also improved our packaging to clearly explain the main 
features and why we are different from another product. Education is 
an ongoing battle to get the right messages across.”

Weekend Warriors
Improvements have led to a fantastic variety of goggles. As 

technology evolves, can outdoor enthusiasts tell the difference season 
to season?

“The experts who have more time on the hill and with their 
equipment are more aware of the product’s subtleties compared to 
the weekend warrior,” says Tobia.

“Someone who skis twice a winter may be having a great time but 
only looking for something to protect their eyes for a few hours,” says 
Yardley. “There’s a crossover point of the optimum of price point 
and what the product offers. You can go too far on the quality side of 
things where the quality goes beyond what the average skier needs.  
For our core backcountry ski market, who will be out before dawn and 
skinning above tree line they need lenses that meet their demands. 
They don’t want to take 3 pairs of goggles and two extra pair of lenses. 
They want one model that is a simply solution. That’s where we excel.”

He adds,” Some of the high-end features may be missed by the 
weekend skier. We do offer them a lower price point option to give 
them the style and look without all the bells and whistles that the core 
athlete wants.”

Johnson says,” Is there a plateau? I don’t think so. There are 
constant improvements and new trends. Look at heads up displays. 
Will they really catch on? Maybe. There will always be something more 
pushing the envelope.”

Details Matter
Giro’s new Balance goggle offers an expanded field of view utilizing 

Expansion View Technology (EXV) technology along with optically 
correct spherical vision with Lenses By ZEISS for a balance of style 
and high-end function in a low-key package. The brand’s Facet goggle 
is a medium-sized full frame style also featuring EXV, a spherical 
optically correct Lens By ZEISS, an anti-fog lens coating, and triple 
layer foam with micro fleece facing. 

Lens technology, of course, defines brands. But how important are 
other elements like fit systems, straps and nosepieces?

“Much of our snow product development over the past few seasons 
has focused on integration, specifically the ways our goggles and 
helmets interact. By designing these products holistically, we can 
ensure that the fit, technical integration (e.g. Airflow), and visual 
aesthetic create a perfect system for riders,” notes Raymer.

“A flexible frame fit is key. We have people with all different sizes 
of faces. If you have a frame that’s too rigid the goggle may not be 
comfortable,” says Yardley. “Comfort and field of vision are two more 
key features. Since people are spending a lot of money on the top 
goggles these days, those little features come into play.”

Tobia says, “Fit is critical. You need to get that right especially if it’s 
a piece of equipment they expect to wear comfortably all day.” 

Every construction element matters in delivery a comfortable fit 
and experience. Even a small detail like a nosepiece or the materials 
that help hold the goggle straps firmly against a helmet can lead to 
passionate brand loyalty. “If I put on a pair of goggles, I don’t care 
how good the lenses is, if that model doesn’t feel good, them I’m not 
going to wear them,” says Johnson. 

GOGGLES
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S
ince its inception Patagonia has been known in the 
outdoor industry as a company whose product 
development process is deeply committed to 
environmentally sustainable best practices. The 
company has learned much along the way and its 
commitment has had a ripple effect not only on its 

own brand, but on the industry as well. Heading into 2016, we take 
a look at what’s next for the brand.

Initiatives such as organic cotton and traceable down have 
required long-term investments to show results. Often years in 
development before consumers see results, Patagonia has launched 
communications tools such as the “Footprint Chronicles” to give 
detailed information about its supply chain. 

“We started working with bluesign in 1999,” says Jill Dumain, 
Patagonia’s director of environmental strategy. “We were a smaller 
company then and had to ask. ‘How do we bring compliance and 
R&D around textile chemistry into our work?’ We weren’t big 
enough to have those resources internally. Bluesign allowed a small 
company to bring that expertise in as a resource that we couldn’t 
afford on our own,” 

Patagonia’s long-term leadership in environmental sustainability 
has influenced the way other companies approach product design, 
sourcing and manufacturing. “We have a lot of altruism about 
sharing the environmental and social projects we work on. We need 
other brands to be part of this if we are going to scale these different 
practices to have any success on a planetary level,” says Dumain. 

The “easiest” way to design product hasn’t always been the “best” 
way, but that is changing. “For us, the landscape is becoming easier 
to navigate,” says Glen Morden, Patagonia’s director of technical 
design and advanced innovation. “Ten years ago the availability of 
fabrics or partners was scarce. It’s a sign of the changing times.”

Adds Morden, “Every time we look at a project we examine the 
landscape to see what’s possible and try to take in considerations of 
best practices. With our current suppliers and partners that’s much 
easier. At the same time we are trying to make big shifts and it’s 
not always easy. At the end of the day, scalability is key to securing 
good partners and getting more of our competitors in the space. It’s 
heading in a great direction and we’re happy to have a role.”

While the culture of the outdoor industry has changed to embrace 
many environmental best practices, overall success requires 
broader acceptance. “It’s really great to have these stories about 
environmentalism, but until the industry really embraces those 
ideas the planet is going in the wrong direction. One of our biggest 
challenges is scaling many of the initiatives we’ve been working on 
for 25 years. Even though we have grown we are still not big enough 
to do the work on our own, it has to be a collective effort,” says 
Dumain.

The impact on the environment informs future product design 

TakingtheLead
PATAGONIA’S ATTENTION TO THE ENVIRONMENT HAS A RIPPLE EFFECT.

Patagonia launched the “Worn Wear Tour” in April 2015 to encourage 
outdoor enthusiasts to make their clothing and equipment purchases 
last longer. Patagonia employees drove the solar-powered, custom-
designed 1991 Dodge from Ventura, CA, to Boston, MA, and offered 
free repairs along the way.

PROFILE
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and at times extends the product development timeline. “Part 
of our design philosophy is to evolve. We value evolution 
over revolution. We’re constantly chipping away at making 
improvements every step of the way. At the same time, some 
projects can take a long time. We don’t always set out with 
a goal to say we are going to invest three to five years into 
something,” says Morden. “We’re constantly evaluating at 
each step of the project [to see] if we have to push the project 
out further to get it to where we want it to be to deliver the 
performance attributes of that end user. At the same time, we 
set goals and expectations of project in a landscape that may 
not exist yet. With our experience we know how much time that 
can take, so sometimes project timelines do take longer.”

Attention to Detail
Well-known for outfitting extreme mountaineers, ice climbers 

and expert backcountry skiers, Patagonia’s approach to 
product pays attention to product details across all levels of 
outdoor experience and skill.

“At the end of the day, our design and product philosophy is 
to make best-in-class product, even if it’s a $129 entry-level rain 
jacket for hiking. It’s the best craftsmanship, best fabrics that 
we can use to deliver the best performance,” says Morden. “We 
are also always trying to solve a problem. We don’t just make 
it bigger, better, faster, stronger unless there’s a problem that 
needs to be solved.” 

Morden adds, “Take a two-and-a-half layer jacket that 
is lightweight and medium price point. Maybe it’s not as 
comfortable next to skin as it could be. We might try to improve 
the liner for better-perceived comfort. We want to go back to the 
original concept of solving a problem. Finding something that is 
wrong or something we can improve really drives our re-design 
process versus ‘this one is lighter, stronger or faster.’”

Being deeply committed to limiting the environmental impact 
of the products manufactured can pose competitive challenges. 
“Deep down, examine the problem you are trying to solve and 
solve it in the most ethical and sustainable way,” says Morden. 
“That is the best way to do it. It’s not always the easiest when 
your competitors are taking different angles. It’s not about that. 
If you make the choice that’s the right thing to do in the long 
term, that approach will deliver the best solution. We are going 
to try to do the hardest path if that’s the right thing to do. That’s 
what we live and breathe.”

Worn Wear 
In 2013, Patagonia launched the Worn Wear repair program. 

located in Reno NV. Patagonia encourages outdoor enthusiasts 
to send in Patagonia gear as well as other brands. The well-
received program handles approximately 30,0000 repairs each 
year. Patagonia is planning to include more recycled and 
reclaimed materials in the Fall 2016 product line.

Improving the repair process starts with initial design. “As 
part of our handcrafted design philosophy we prototype and 
build a lot of our product in-house. By understanding how 
something goes together you also know how to take it apart,” 
says Morden. 

Product designers work closely with the repair center. “At 
the beginning of each project we do our homework and find 
out what’s failing on the old product and what we are trying to 
improve,” says Morden. “Learning about their experience we 
start to think if it’s really hard to make, it’s probably going to be 
hard to repair.”

By paying attention to design process, designers can make 
repairs easier and potentially less frequent. “If the design is a 
refined, simple and elegant solution it’s likely to be more durable 

and easier to repair. Designs that are super complex and fragile 
aren’t quite as long-lasting,” says Morden. “It’s helped us reflect 
and make design repair simpler. It’s been a strong attribute to 
helping shape and guide design.”

Don’t Buy This Jacket
In 2011, Patagonia published a full-page advertisement in the 

New York Times with the headline, “Don’t Buy this Jacket.” The 
ad called for consumers to be more thoughtful in purchasing 
new equipment, gear and apparel.

“There is a certain segment of the population questioning 
consumption and questioning the pressures on the planet. 
But it’s still a minority. We need to flip it into the majority to 
really make an impact,” says Dumain. “People have to learn 
how to buy less stuff and companies need to be profitable in 
a different way.”

The “Don’t Buy This Jacket” messages continue through 
current brand communications. “We’re trying to reach more 
customers to think more about their purchases. Buy great 
value, very good quality and buy for the long term,” says 
Morden.

Political Voice
In 2016, Patagonia will reprise its “Vote the Environment” 

campaign. Patagonia supports candidates who push hard for 
clean, renewable energy, restore clean water and air and shift 
from carbon-intensive fuels. 

“We are encouraging voters to understand the environmental 
record of the candidates they are voting for from local to federal 
levels,” says Dumain. “We want to show people how important 
it is to take your environmental values to the voting booth with 
you and hold your elected officials accountable.”

In the 2016 campaign, Patagonia is exploring communications 
methods to reach a larger audience. Dumain explains, “How do 
we reach the broadest number of people with this message so 
we are not just preaching to the choir? How do we broaden our 
reach to get the one we haven’t reached before?” 

Chouinard Equipment 
started in a tin shed. 
The Patagonia brand 
name arrived when 
the company started 
selling apparel. 
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As a fitness alternative to 
gyms and boutique cen-
ters, the number of indoor 
climbing walls is growing 

in the U.S. In 2014 there were 660 
indoor climbing establishments 
throughout the country and industry 
revenue hit $150.7 million, with sales 
expected to rise to $161.6 million 
by 2019 according to research firm 
IBISWorld. With the community-
driven, under 25 crowd dominating 
these centers in droves (consumers 
aged 25 and under accounted for 64 
percent of industry revenue in 2014), 
it’s no surprise that brands are 
increasingly interested in outfitting 
this new breed of social climbers. 

“A climbing gym may be the sin-
gle best retail opportunity in exis-
tence,” said Chris Warner, owner of 
Earth Treks climbing centers. With 
hundreds of check-ins daily and a 
powerful community of customers, 
Earth Trek’s four locations gener-
ate .5 percent of total U.S. annual 
sales of climbing gear, according to 
the exec. Warner said that he sees 
that number increasing to over 1 
percent in the next 24 months as 
retail offerings expand. 

Warner calls his retail section, 

which currently accounts for about 
13 percent of the firm’s total annual 
sales,  “as tribal as it is functional” 
supported by “authentic” brands like 
prAna, Black Diamond and Outdoor 
Research “who support the climb-
ing lifestyle and in turn, our whole 
community supports those brands,” 
he said. And community is oh-so 
-important in climbing. “Climbing 
started as a partnership, connected 
by a rope,” Warner noted. 

Social Climbing 
While many traditional gyms are 

set up to get patrons in and out as 
fast as possible, climbing gyms are 
designed for socializing. “At a climb-
ing gym there are couches to chill 
on, chess boards, ping pong tables, a 
yoga studio, exercise equipment and 
CrossFit classes along with large, 
open spaces with amphitheater seat-
ing for watching competitions or 
climbing movies. This layout invites 
you to stay and hang out,” explained 
Andrea Olsen, designer at prAna. 
Most climbing gyms are also open 
late, allowing for DJ events, board 
game nights and potluck dinners. 
“This is a healthy version of a night 
club – you get an exercise buzz, min-

gle, fraternize with friends and meet 
new people,” added prAna designer 
Megan Ray. For those attempting to 
fit some work into the mix, Brooklyn 
Boulders has an open office concept 
with free Wifi. 

While outdoor climbers make up 
a significant portion of attendees, 
there are also a large number of 
consumers trying the sport for the 
first time. In this, brands have an 
opportunity to introduce patrons 
to their offerings. While most 
brands do not do indoor-specific 
climbing apparel, many are posi-
tioning outdoor gear as cross-
functional. With range of motion, 
comfort, durability and style being 
most important, Olsen and Ray 
recommend prAna’s Ridge Tech 
Tee for indoor climbing pursuits 
because it looks like a lifestyle 
shirt and is super-soft, yet actu-
ally is a synthetic fabric that wicks 
and dries quickly. The Kara Jean is 
crafted from a soft stretch, 79 per-
cent organic cotton, denim. 

Also fit for the indoors, 
Patagonia’s Venga Rock Pants are 
built from lightweight, organic cot-
ton/spandex blend that breathes 
and moves. The waist has belt loops, 

Rock Solid

prAna’s Dreaming Top and Kara Jean
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“This is a healthy 
version of a night 
club – you get an 
exercise buzz, 
mingle, fraternize 
with friends and 
meet new people.” 
MEGAN RAY,  
PRANA DESIGNER

When it Comes to Climbing, Consumers Are Choosing to Bring the Outdoors In.  |  By Suzanne Blecher 
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a separating zip fly and OppoSet 
adjustable closure for an on-the-go 
customizable fit. Meanwhile, Adidas 
Outdoor’s All Outdoor Women’s 
Climbing AOP Tight, Climb the City 
Tight and Felsblock pants all feature 
ripstop fabric, abrasion-resistant 
materials and four-way stretch for 
freedom of movement. “We are 
directly targeting climbing gyms in 
the form of competitions support, 
staff uniforms, retail support and 
youth team support,” noted Diane 
Kay, merchandising manager for 
Adidas Outdoor. “It’s a great way 
to get consumers into our footwear 
and apparel,” added John Phaneuf, 
Adidas Outdoor sales representative 
for the Mid Atlantic territory. 

Black Diamond lead climbing 
designer, Tara Latham, started 
her daughter climbing young. “My 
four year old is in a climbing camp 
and she has climbed outside too. 
It’s great to start at a young age 
to breed a new generation,” she 
said. In general, Latham and the 
team at Black Diamond have seen 
a huge surge of women in the sport 
“because they feel comfortable in 
the indoor scene.” To be sure, Black 
Diamond recently put a female on 

the front of their equipment catalog 
for the first time. “We see women 
as a large growth opportunity,” 
Latham said. To outfit women, the 
firm focused on a lot of knitwear for 
Spring 2016. The Six Shooter Tank 
has maximum mobility for climbing, 
while the Levitation Pant has flat 
seams to minimize friction and an 
elastic power mesh waistband to be 
layered under a harness. The Notion 
Pant features a climbing-specific 
elastic cuff. 

“It’s all about addressing that 
indoor/outdoor hybrid,” when it 
comes to clothes, explained Marmot 
director of design, Jen Agnew. In 
its offerings, Marmot focuses on 
breathability, moisture management, 
durability, air exchange and stretch. 
Marmot’s Airflow technology 
provides up to 50 percent more 
breathability in garments, while 
Nanowick wicks up to 40 percent 
faster than traditional synthetics, 
according to the firm. 

While weather variability is not an 
issue indoors, “a lot of people still 
want to wear something they could 
be working in before and going out 
for a drink in after,” said Marmot 
creative director Amanda Mueller. 

Leggings, tank tops and sports bras 
(worn solo!) are popular for women, 
while men often where pants and 
sometimes forgo shirts. “We see 
people wearing anything from jeans 
to button-ups and even the occa-
sional tie!” joked Kevin Joyce, vice 
president, apparel for The North 
Face. The importance is being unre-
stricted in movement, he explained, 
which is the foundation of the com-
pany’s Mountain Athletics collection. 
The line was created for outdoor 
athletes to meet their training needs. 

While climate and access can be 
factors that restrict people from 
participating in activities they 
would like, indoor climbing gyms 
are growing in part because they 
“take those factors out of the equa-
tion and create an opportunity for 
an ‘outdoor escape’ close to where 
people live, which is increas-
ingly close to or in urban centers,” 
noted Joyce. “The proliferation of 
unique, social indoor environments 
is resonating with a consumer that 
may not have previously consid-
ered themselves ‘an outdoor per-
son’ – so this is potentially a new 
gateway to the outdoors that is 
exciting for us,” the exec said.

A Mountain Athletics Ampere 
Short Sleeve from The North Face

Adidas Outdoor All Outdoor 
Climbing AOP Tight

 Black Diamond Six Shooter Tank

Patagonia Venga Rock Pant 
Retail Offerings at Earth Treks in Golden, Colorado
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Shaping an Agenda
Checking in with Amy Roberts, Executive Director, OIA

Six months after 
replacing Frank 
Hugelmeyer 
as executive 
director of the 
Outdoor Industry 
Association, 
Amy Roberts has 
started to shape 
the priorities and 
agenda of the 
1300-member 
voice of the outdoor 
industry. Here, she 
chats with us about 
the state of the 
outdoor industry.

By Lou Dzierzak

Outdoor Insight: Six months into your 
new position, what inspires you about 
the outdoor industry?
Roberts: Our industry is about much 
more than selling products. The out-
door industry as a whole is about 
providing people the products, equip-
ment, skills and psych to get outside, 
explore, adventure and build memories 
with family and friends. We are offering 
products and services that help people 
lead healthier lifestyles and take in the 
benefits of being outside.

OIA serves a diverse audience of 
global brands, entrepreneurial start-
ups, e-commerce retailers and brick-
and-mortar stores. How has the OIA 
evolved to meet the needs of these 
audiences who at times may have 
competing interests? 

OIA is here to help our members 
advance issues that require collective 
action or, in other words, we take on 
work that is difficult or inefficient for 
individual companies to pursue on their 
own. Examples are the creation of our 
suite of sustainability tools that indi-
vidual companies use on their own, but 
that end up driving larger scale environ-
mental and social improvements in the 
way we make products. Our government 
affairs team brings together the industry 
voice as a whole to ensure public lands 
are funded, recreation infrastructure is 
prioritized in urban development and 
our products receive fair trade treat-
ment. These issues benefit all sizes and 
types of outdoor retailers and brands. At 
the same time, we offer specific offerings 
to member segments. A good example is 
a new educational program called RISE, 
where the content has been curated spe-
cifically to benefit specialty retailers.  

In terms of evolution we have to be 
on top of marketplace trends so that 
we are shifting our member offering to 
reflect the realities of the modern com-
mercial marketplace.

When it comes to land use issues, 
climate change, concerns over 
declines in participation in outdoor 
recreation and environmental 
sustainability questions, how are you 
and OIA prioritizing these threats? 

That list really is the Big Four for 

our industry in terms of long-term par-
ticipation and interest by consumers 
in engaging in our activities. We have a 
long history of advocating for recreation 
on public lands and that program will 
remain a backbone of our work on the 
federal level. We are several years into 
the sustainability work and our industry 
has developed a strong suite of tools to 
help companies make better social and 
environmental decisions. Our focus in 
2016 will be to drive, measure and pub-
licly report on how well we as an indus-
try are doing in adopting these tools. We 
need to hold ourselves accountable and 
also ensure we continue to show leader-
ship in this area. Our Board of Directors 
recently approved a strong climate 
change statement that reflects both the 
work our individual companies are doing 
to lower their own carbon footprints and 
unifies our industry’s voice in calling 
for policies that will shift our economy 
to more renewable forms of energy. 

There will be a panel at Outdoor Retailer 
Winter Market focused on this topic that 
I am pleased to be on.

Finally, the Outdoor Foundation is 
focused exclusively on increasing out-
door participation and we have exciting 
new programs in support of the National 
Park Service Centennial and the Obama 
Administration’s Every Kid in a Park ini-
tiative to ensure all 4th graders have the 
opportunity to visit a park. Stay tuned.

The Outdoor Retailer show brings the 
industry together twice a year. New 
exhibitors represent product catego-
ries not formerly seen in the aisles. 
How do you see the OR Show evolv-
ing? And is it time for a broader defini-
tion of outdoor recreation?

We are already well down the path of 
a broadening of outdoor recreation, spe-
cifically in the area of lifestyle products, 
fitness and bringing technology into the 
outdoors from Garmin to GoPro. OIA 
will partner with Outdoor Retailer to 
ensure the show continues to capitalize 

on showcasing innovation, supporting 
brands in telling their stories, ensuring 
retailers are seeing products they want 
to consider adding to their assortments 
and offering strong educations platforms 
during the show. OR is the only time 
twice a year when the industry as whole 
comes together and we need to capital-
ize on ensuring we take that opportunity 
to advance issues and work that can only 
get done when we are all together.  

Baby Boomers and Millennials — 
two ends for the current spectrum 
of outdoor enthusiasts. As Boomers 
continue to get older and reduce their 
time outside, can the industry maintain 
vibrant growth and success with new 
generations? How?

Always listen to your consumer. We 
offer a differentiated retail experience 
that goes beyond selling products. We 
offer community, expertise, inspira-
tion and, I would say most importantly, 
authenticity. We need to continue to 
evolve our offering while capitalizing on 
our core values.  In an era of increas-
ing choices, these qualities continue to 
appeal to consumers and help our indus-
try stand out. 

Next year the National Park Service will 
host Centennial celebrations. Called 
“America’s Best Idea,” the National 
Parks have suffered from lack of funding 
for hiring, maintenance and upgrading 
facilities and services. Can the National 
Parks still inspire interest in outdoor 
recreation? Can the Centennial inspire a 
new generation of outdoor enthusiasts?

Our system of national parks is unpar-
alleled in the world and the Centennial 
is going to receive a lot of recognition 
and publicity throughout 2016. The 
outdoor industry has already helped 
spur this momentum with financial sup-
port and merchandise from several of 
our member companies. We are kicking 
off the 2016 celebration at the Industry 
Breakfast with industry and park service 
officials helping us celebrate our park 
visitation culture and we also will use the 
industry breakfast and ORWM to launch 
a new initiative enabling all of our mem-
bers, large and small, to support getting 
fourth graders to parks this year and 
for many years going forward. It is our 
industry’s time to shine and I am confi-
dent we are seizing the moment. 

In terms of evolution 
we have to be on top of 
marketplace trends so 
that we are shifting our 
member offering to reflect 
the realities of the modern 
commercial marketplace.

www.outdoorinsightmag.com
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PRODUCTSHOWCASE

Chaos Headwear
makers of high quality headwear worldwide, is on the forefront of 

Headwear for Thermal Regulation: CTR 

Stabilgear Hike XP
Go from sidewalk to summit with confidence.

+ STS replaceable cleat system for changing conditions 
+ Sure-Fit™ binding systems delivers superior performance

+ packable and easy to take on/off

Redfeather “ELF” 
The ELF is designed for the 5 - 10 year old 

Made of the same quality materials as Mom and Dads snowshoes. 
Redfeather.com

Extendible Fire Poker
Sturdy chrome plated fire poker 

extends from 17” to 30”.
 Wooden handle is comfortable to 

grip. Perfect for camping 
or the backyard fire pit.

Wigwarm Pikes Peak Pro
Fashion meets function half way. This lightweight combination of 

softness and protection demands inclusion on all adventures… Peak 
to Pub. Knit with Wigwam Ultimax technology to move moisture and 
prevent hot spots. Also enhanced with zone cushioning along with 

Merino wool for a soft hand, maximum comfort, and odor control. Knit 
proudly in the U.S.A. MSRP $16.00.

Picnic plate
Holds your food and beverages all at once. Works with wine glasses or 

drink cans. BPA free plastic. Dishwasher and microwave safe.

Minnetonka® 

The newest addition to our men’s slipper line combines both luxury 
and value. The Sheepskin Lined Moose slipper features a soft, genuine 

moosehide upper lined with genuine sheepskin. The fully padded 
insole and a durable rubber sole make this the perfect indoor/outdoor 

cold weather go-to.

AXT® Merino Collection

Made from Merino wool, the new AXT® Adventure Cross Terrain 
Collection is designed to cross over from the path to the pavement. It 
features an advanced fit system that holds the sock into place, Wick 
Dry® technology keeps your feet dry, and reinforced zones add to a 
longer sock life. The collection features more than 13 styles and 50 

color options.  Made in the USA since 1900.  

Cocoon® 

Merino Wool
MummyLiners™ and 

TravelSheets™
Made from extremely soft, 

ultrafine 100% merino. Highly 
breathable, merino provides 

great temperature regulation and 
excellent moisture management. 
Perfect for summer and winter! 
With a high warmth to weight 

ratio, these liners boost a 
sleeping bag’s rating by a toasty 

12.5 degrees.
 

Stabilicers Run
Stay on your feet – and on your training plan – all winter long.

+ Aggressive cleats and tread pattern combine for sure-footed traction
+ Lightweight TPE keeps Run securely in place

+STS replaceable cleat system

CHAOS
Makers of high quality headwear worldwide, is on the  

forefront of Headwear trends see the latest in hats, scarves,  
gloves and CTR performance.

www.outdoorinsightmag.com
mailto:ronisaacs@krenzien.com
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We gave five different women 
$200 each to go shopping for 
athletic apparel, footwear and 
gear. Find out what they told us.
See page 32.

Grace Ann Greyson, a personal trainer 

and long-distance runner, and a  

member of our consumer focus group. 
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Nike knows that to reach its lofty 
annual revenue goal of $50 billion by 
2020 it needs to change the rules of 

the game. The brand has done that before 
with advertising and product. But now the 
company is prepared to just do it with a less 
sexy or provocative component of its global 
business, yet just as important — the supply 
chain.

Swoosh rivals and the industry-at-large 
should take heed. 

Flex, a $26 billion, publicly traded 
company with expertise in design, 
engineering and supply chain management, 
has struck an alliance with Nike that is 
allowing the sporting goods industry leader 
to test new methods of manufacturing, 
automation techniques and “broad 
disruptive technologies.” With the Milpitas, 
CA, firm preparing a product customization 
program near Nike’s Memphis, TN, 
distribution center, Nike sees the relationship 
over the longer term helping it develop an 
eco-system of suppliers and vendors that will 
support sustainable manufacturing closer 
to major markets. And rather than keep its 
Flex findings in-house, Nike is vowing to 
share and collaborate on them with its entire 
sourcing base. 

Eric Sprunk, Nike COO, admits that 

“changing an industry that has operated 
in the same way for 50 years is hard work,” 
and confirmed the Flex relationship “will 
be a catalyst to move our product creation 
forward unencumbered by the way things 
have been done in the past.”

Flex is being leaned on to help the 
industry leader, which is opening a 
125,000-square-foot advanced product 
creation center on campus this month, to 
rethink its entire footwear manufacturing 
process. This includes the challenge of 
materials management. Already the 
company has introduced a robotics solution 
to paint shoe midsoles, eliminating a 
laborious and wasteful process that involved 
taping non-targeted areas. Already on deck: 
a personalized, midsole cushioning system 
that is said “to open up design possibilities 
that don’t exist today,” making way for 
“tuned and engineered” midsoles for  
every athlete.

Nike, whose current $30.6 billion business 
last year moved 1.1 billion units through 
its supply chain, 700 contract factories, 58 
distribution centers, 20,000 accounts and 
110,000 retail doors, admits that it needs to 
reduce complexity in operations and also 
“leverage its size to make responsiveness a 
competitive advantage.” 

SPONSORED BY:

Richie Woodworth, 

approaching the decade 

marker on his industry 

run at Saucony, offers up 

his views on the brand’s 

running business, the 

segment as a whole and 

what it takes to manage 

through change. 

Tilly’s moving 
ahead under 

former president. 
PAGE 6

Shrinking
Bankrupt City 
Sports faces 

extinction  
without buyer.

Acquisition 
Polartec takes on 
United Knitting.

Slammed 
Walmart shares 
take big hit after 

forecasting  
profit drop.
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Helmet usage among skiers and snowboarders 
continues to rise. Snowsport participation and 
resort visits are down, but not by much.

Snow Report
A Look at Some Snowy Statistics.

ESTIMATED U.S. SNOWSPORTS VISITS (IN MILLIONS)

SKI HELMET USAGE RATES: BY SEASON

TOTAL ACTIVE U.S. SNOWSPORT PARTICIPANTS (IN MILLIONS)

HELMET USAGE RATES: AGE 17 AND UNDER
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